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Oldest Established

The Paper That Reaches jihe People

Not Owned nor Controlled by Politicians

The Clovis
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The ladies of U e ThimbV Club
were entertained at the home of
Mrs. Df e Gholson in North Clovis last Monday afternoon.
The
afternoon was spent with their
embroidery after which the hostess served dainty refreshments.
J- club will meet next week
Wi Mrs. Ed Massey.

Envelope Social given by
9
f the Philathea Class
of the Methodist church on last
Frid,:; light wa3 a decided success.
The crowd gathered' about
fight o'clock wher the Spelling
mftch began whir h wae very lasting. Grady Brogotti and
Mae Allen Riley chose sides and
Vho, test began. Miss Riley's
side finally spe lled the other side
down.
Envelopes were then
sold and the bojs hunted the
young lady whose name was in
his envelope and were served to
pie made by the girls themselves.
The guest cake made by Mrs. M.
Spears created quite an inter-stin- g
amusement, when the
nmittee consisting of Misses
pjier, Riley, Strubble and Mor- among the crowd and
es on the cake. They
tested to guess what
were
been placed in the
articl
.a Ira
fhree guessed correctly
and t;. cake was divided into
three equal parts. At a late
guests departed for
hour ththeir homes feeling they had
been amply repaid for going.
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Mrs. Ambrose Ivey

Entertains
number of young people
gathered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ambrose Ivey 2 mile weist
The
of town. Friday evening.
evening was spent in games.
Sqecial music was arranged for
evening. After an excellent repast the crowd bade Mr.
and Mrs. Ivey adieu, ail voting
A
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them ideal

entertainers.

Brown-Dillo-

n.

laude Brown sprung a surprise on a numbes of his friends
recently by announcing his marriage to Miss May Dillon and by
apprising them of the fact that
they had been married since De(

when he and his
cember
stole down
quietly
elect
bride
Carlsbad.
at
married
and were
Mr. and
son
of
a
is
Mr. Brown
rewho
until
L.
Brown
S.
Mrs.
well
Clovis,
is
and
in
lived
cent1 v
kno n here having served in the
n
cap ities of grocery-malastly
as
and
wai
Newsboy between this town and
Carlsbad.
Mrs. Brown moved here several months ago from Trinidad,
Colo., ahd has resided with her
mother, Mrs. Annie Crook in
west Clovis. She is a pretty and
winsome young woman and will
be a cheerful and helpful
The News extends con16,

n,
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$1.00

Company

A deal was consummated last
week in which the major portion
of the beautiful Liebelt addition!
adjoining the original townsite
on the north was sold to the!
Mansfield-Ch- i
borne Co.
This
new company is composed of a
number of wide awake young
men; and they inform the News
that they propose to make the
addition property move lively,
as evidence that they know
Melrose District Prepared
whereof they speak, some 4 or 5
For Big Boom. lots were sold by the company
Melrose, N. M., Jan.
is already showing signs of
activity as a result of the assurLadies
ance of the building of the suYou can attend the ' boxgar beet factory here in the near
ing bout at the Lyceum
A clothing merchant
future.
purchased
a
Theatre on Friday night,
from Texas has
open
home here and wilt at once
February 9th, as it will be
a clothing store; a New Mexico
high class and entertaining
druggist has announced his into you as well as the "gentention of moving here and a
tlemen. We will have the
music dealer was here yesterday
very best of order as I have
seeking a location for a music
made arrangements to have
store, all of which as Jthe direct
the house kept in the very
of the latest developments in
best of order upon this octhe sugar factory proposition.
casion.
There will be no
boistrous language used and
hundred acNearly thirty-fiveverybody will keep their
res were signed up here for the
Resoectfully,
seats.
factory in one day. In every
W. C. Wood, Manager
direction the farmers are getting
Lyceum Theatre
Absentees
greatly interested.
are returning for the purpose
and still others have sent for conA man wbo has made a happy
tracts.
A carload of drilling machin- home for his wife and chi dren
ery is expected to b3 here in no matter what he has not done
February to begin drilling the in the way of achieving wealth
scores of wells necessary to devand honor; if he has done that
elop the pumping proposition
upon which the factory depends. he is a grand success. It' he has
The sugar company sinks and not done that, and it is his ow n
equips the wells and requires fault, though he be the highest
of the land be in the land, he is a most pitiable
that
a period of failure. We wonder how many
for
put into beets
charges
the men in a mad pursuit of gold,
years
twenty
and
which characterizes uhe a$e,
farmers no interest.
realize
that there is no fortune
Men here who are familiar
be left to their famican
which
with the beet district of northgreat
lies
as the memory of a
as
ern Colorado point to a group of
home.
happy
seven factories there, all within
a circle less than forty miles
If there is such a thing as
across, the establisement ot nobility in America, it is that
one in the shallow water belt which follows the plow and turns
here will quickly be followed by up God's good' soil for the mainothers till this section of New tenance of the people Whom he
Mexico
that record, for created.
the greater per cent of sunshine
here develops a richer beet than
Colorado can grow.
e rnarnag--

s

:

the day after th

deal was put
through.
Mr. Mansfield will continue to
have charge of sales department,
Mr. Claiborne who hails from
Knoxville, Tenn., is a valuable
acquisition to the company, is a
heavy stockholder, as is also J.
W. McCarty who formally owned and conducted the Cresent
hotel Articles of incorporation
have been filed and as soon as
they return the company will be
ready for business.
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Special Notice

Two Precincts
Merged In One.
The Commissioners court has
decided to consolidate Precincts
No. 1 and 9 into one Precinct, as
was originally the case. J. P.
Noble will be Justice of the Peace
and Chas, Overby constable.
T he change expresses the wish
of the masses of the people as it
was only divided at the time in
order to meet wishes of a preferred few.

The home should be a place
where man is always on his good
behavior; our kindest words, our
pleasantest smile, and our most
stat ulations.
particular favors, shoulu" be
kept to exchange with our own
Childers-Whithousehold.
girl.
WANTED Apprentice
W. Arthur Childers and Miss
&
Bradfield
Rainbolts
Mattie White were married at Call at
Frost Texas, on the 25th day of 3t, F 1.
com-fcanio-

1912

Liebelt Land Company Sells Major Part
of Addition to Mansfield-Claiborn- e

was tne culmin
ation of a romance which originated during school days at Frost,
Texas, where both Mr. and Mrs.
Childers were raare d and where
their parents still reside.
The happy twain will begin
housekeeping in Clovis on the
east side. The News joins friends,
in extending congratulations.
T
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He is a brother to Largest Real Estate Deal Made In Clovis In Somr Time.
f the pro-- 3
300 Lots Turned In Deal.
tar Lum- -

Bridge Club

with Mrs. C. A. Schrti- -

rant

There will be a scientific
boxing bout at the Lyceum
Theatre under the management of the Past Time Club,
Friday, February 9th. Mr.
Winters of Raton, N. M.,
will meet Bennie Pappan in
this contest that Mr. Winters comes highly recommended as a great boxer,
never having been defeated
in any contest. And we all
know the full
blooded
Bennie
Pawnee Indian.
Pappan, better known as
the "Whirlwind Indian"
who has never been defeated also. Tickets are now
selling at the Southwestern
Drug Store for the bout.
Secure yours now as some
one else might get it.

msmmmmmmmua

Mortuary.
Mrs. Martha Quails died Sunday at 2:20 A. M.. at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. S. P. Had-lein this city. She had been
ill for several months and had

y,

been brought to her daughter's
home from their claim northwest
of town, for treatment
Besides a husband, ten children
are left to mourn her loss,
five sons and five daughters,
three of whom, Sam Quails, Mrs.
Hadley ajjd W. P. Quails reside
in Clovis! Two sons and a daughter residv with their father on
the homestead, and the remaining members of the family reside
in Texas.
"Smooth the locks of silver hair,
On our mother's brow with ten- --

derest care,
Gather the robe in final fold
Around the form so still and cold;
Lay on her bosom, pure as snow.
The fairest, sweetest flowers
that grow,
Kiss her and leave her nur heats

delight;

her pain

is

ep:- -

night."
Died.

Lewis Wire was found dead

at .his home on Calhoun St.,

Sun-

day morning last. He had beeu
seriously ill for several days but
it was thought his condition was
improving on Saturday. Two
daughters and a son residing in
Oklahoma, a son at Auslin, Texas and one at Tacoma, Washington are left to mourn his loss,
none of whom were able to be
present.
Funeral services were held in
B rethren of
which denomination he was a
member, on Wednesday afternoon, by Rev. Calaway. and the
body was interred in the Clovis
cemetery.

the church of the

Mr. Wire's life was one of
misfortune during the last years
of his life. Blood poisoning, as
a resuit of a scratch from a tack
in his shoe resulted in the amputation of his leg a year ago
last spring. This entailed a hea
vy expense and the consequent
foreclosure of mortgages on
property interests owned by
him.

"Slim" Warren who was hurt
some weeks ago while working
in the Santa Fe 3hops here and
was sent to the hospital at
Kansas, has returned to
Clovis and will go to work again
in the shops,
To-pek- a,

Clovis Retailors Association
The Clovis Retailers Association which was organized here
in Dec. and which has proven a
financial success to its members,
is putting on a campaign for
new members. The success of
such an organization depends
largely on every business man
getting behind a project that is
for the betlerment of Clovis and
vic.nity, for the protection of all
kinds to its members, to cultivate
a fraternal feeling among members and promote clean competition, to draw new trade to Clovis by trade drawing features,
to get protective laws through
legislation by force of numbers,
to protect it's members from unworthy advertising, donations
and solicitations and petty graft,
to have a system of Ratings and
collections that is as near perfect
as can be perfected, and to handle numerous other points of interest to business men.
The State Organizer is with Mr.
Fleming, Sec. of local Association and if you call up Phone 62
he will send the Organizer to
you to explain the work. This
is the day of Organization and a
National and State Association
that is proven to be of such great
benefit throughout the country
is what Clovis should be affiliated
with.

Cutting Affray
putting affray occurred in
night in which
"Slim" Palmer was severely cut
by Earl Lynn. Lynn was immediately arrested by night
watchman Bailey, he having
made no effort to escape but
held his would be captors at bay
until the above named officer arrived and took him in. Lynn
was immediately taken to jail
and waived preliminary trial before J. P. Noble, Wednesday,
but on default of making bond
at $500, was committed back to
jail to await the action of the
next session of the grand jury.
Palmer was cut in the lower
abdomen an incision about three
inches deep being inflicted in
the lower side just above the
the hip bone. The wound was
thought serious for a time but
is thought Palmer is now out of
danger.
Attorneys Grant and Spicer
represented the defendant. Havener and McBee represented the
state.
A

block 96, Monday

Per Year

Building Boom Strikes Clovis
Many Houses in Course
of Construction.
The beginning of the year
marked the beginning of business activity anew in Clovis.
The construction of buildings
which has for the most part lingered in a dormant state, has
sprung to life.
The creation of
the new state inspired some confidence and this coupled with the
fact that the Santa Fe had made
an appropriation of $130,000.00
for the enlargement of the round
house and shops inspired new
confidence among parties who
were on the verge of reachinir
out, but wanted some assurance
that the proper.time had come.
They
have that assurance.
S ;arcely a day has passed within
tn past week but what arrange-m- t
ts have been made for the
coi. truction of at least one new
bun ing in Clovis.
Two modern residences will be
started immediately in the Mansfield-addition. J O.
Potts will build a $2500.00 resi
dence which will be similar to
the Oldham home. I. C. Johnson will build a nice pebble dash
home, which will cost about $18- Claiborne

00.00.

Washington Notes
President Taft has notified
President Gomez of Cuba that,
unless a reign of militarism can
be averted there, the American
Government will rake charge of
the island.
The National Board of Trade
representing organizations in all
parts of the country has been in
session in Washington. The As
sociation encourages business
men to interest tl emselves in
primaries and in public questions.
It endorsed one cent letter postage.
A connection has been in session in the interest of Federal
aid to good roads.

In an address to the meat
packers, Senator Reed of Mis
souri condemned the Judge Gary
plan of Federal supervision of
corporations a9 "Ploutocratic
Socialism."
Representative Henry of Texas
has proposed a constructional
making the last
amendment
Thursday of Aprih instead of
March 4, the date for inaugurating presidents and
vice-president-

s.

The charge that persons connected with the steel trust are
It is nntural and right that a endeavoring to advance his nomi
mother should wish to see her nation for the presidency has
daughter well educated and even been called by Col. Roosevelt
"
highly accomplished; and it is a
careful
good
and
mistake that a
education should unfit a girl for
Attorney H. W. Williams left
the homely duties of cooking, the fore part of the week, for
dusting and general housework. points in Oklahoma and Kansas
On the contrary, those duties to be gone a couple weeks.
would be performed if mothers
Miss May belle Brooks returned
would at the same time that they
Amarillo,
Wednesday,
seek talented instructors for from
where
she
been
has
for some
to
them
impart
their daughters,
time.
talculinary
own
some of their
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Reagan of
ent; there would be more good
Portales
were in tne city Monday,
marriages.
wives and
visiting his brother. E. W. ReaThe boys of the Baraca class gan and family.
J. B. Woodard made a trip to
will give a social at the Armory
Friday night, February 16. All Melrose Thursday.
are invited.
Collins King, brother of Mrs.
J. W. Stewart and Mr. Hast- D. K. Fitzhugh has been seriousings came up from the Pecos val- ly ill for several weeks. Mr.
ley, Wednesday, where Mr. Ste- Fitzhugh was up from Carlsbad
Mi k' g s condition
wart has been on real estate
again.
"Tom-foolery.-
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CANDLE

Iceland, to most people, convey an Idea of a land of ice, snow and bitter
As a matter of fact the climate of that Island is not very severe, and
there are numerous hot springs and geysers that are famous for their Intermittent eruptions of scalding water. Our Illustration shows some of the hot
springs near Reykjavik, the capital of the Island.

LACE

Anaconda, Mont. A posse of exand at
termination was organized
least 200 rattlesnakes of all sixes"
were killed In Rattlesnake Gulch, near
Three Forks.
The source of the hundreds of the
reptiles from which the gulch take
Its name was found in the shape of a
small cave, discovered by accident by
Amos Smith the other morning. Mr
Smith notified his friends in Three
Forks and nearly 100 men and boys
proceeded to the scene, armed with
all variety of weapons.
FOr three hours the battle raged
and at ita close "380 rattlers were

SIR WALTER

RALEIGH'S

PIPE GREATEST, OF
i

It la said that this curious pipe belonged to Sir Walter Raleigh, who
first Introduced tobacco smoking In
Kngland. and that he smoked it on the
scaffold Just before his execution,
handing It as a last gift to Bishop
Andrewes. It was exhibited, with this
account of Its history, by the Archaeo

logical society of England In the sixties, with the further statement that it
Is made of maple wood (rom Virginia,
the colony which Sir Walter Raleigh
founded. The bowl of the pipe has a
cap, and a string of beads Is attached to the stem, which is also furnished with a whistle. The pipe is carved
with dogs' beads and the faces of

FLOWER-PICKIN- G

MACHINE.

An apparatus for plucking flowers
and collecting seed consists of a tube
connected with a pair of shears. At
the forward end of the tube- Is a fork
which Is Rllpped under the flowers
The blossoms imprisoned between the
prongs sre severed by a blade traveling upon the fork, and are dropped
through the tube Into a receptacle at
the rear of the apparatus.
The device not only collects flowers
very quickly but also without Injury.
When the flowers are plucked by hand
It Is almost Impossible to break a twig
without leaving behind a long sliver
of bark Sometimes even a whole
plant must be torn up by the roots
The apparatus can also be employed
for collecting seed capsules which are
often crushed when picked by hand,
so that the seed is lost The entire
capsule droits uninjured Into the receptacle at (lie rear, so that the seed
Is preserved

SYNTHETIC

CANAL

LOCKS

NUT NUTRITIOUS

It will be Interesting enough from a
topical point of view for the average
reader who may have occasion to express himself upon the Panama canal
to read up on canal locks. Bays the
Chicago Tribune. Don't make the mistake of committing yourself to canal
greatness as wholly within the "Canal
Zone," for the longest canal lock In
the world has Just been built by the
federal toverument at St. Mary's falls
at Sault Ste Marie, Mich. This longest
lock in the world measures 1,350 by
80 feet, with low water clearance of
QUEER OLD MAN OF THE SEA
25 feet
This new canal, which parallels the
old "Soo" canal from Lake Superior,
lies to the north of the old St. Mary's
falls canal, which had Its origin when
the state of Michigan dug the first
"Soo" canal in 1855. In the early 70's
traffic through the Michigan built
canal had Increased to such an extent
that the federal government took It
over and in 1881 had completed Its enlargement to 160 feet width and constructing the Wenzell lock still In
use 515 feet long and 80 feet wide,
with depth of 16 feet at low water. On
the Canadian Bide are the Dominion
government's canal and lock, but by
far the greater tonnage has been using the American side, where the
a.LSjjesiTcyfteirWY;TMBSw
later Poe lock has had a length of
SOO feet, width of 100 feet, and depth
of 20 fee.t
Now the greatest lock on the globe
has been completed In the United
States' new canal. Above th
new canal, basin lit 260 i'cet near tha
o
One of the most curious of all
lock gates, widening away to a maxicreatures that have been brought
mum of 500 feet, with uniform depth to light In recent times U the fish
of 25 feet The lock gates are 108 head here shown, possessing a start-llnglfeet wide.
The freight tonnage anhuman-lik- e
appearance.
The
nually lor the great lakes 1b 90,000,-000- , "old man of the sea," as the fish has
h
and Is about
of the been dubbed, was picked up In the
freight movement of the country. The waters around Cape Town, Africa. The
significance of the canal lies In the photograph shown was made In Africa,
statement that almost 70 per cent of the bead not being manipulated in any
this great lake commerce passes way. The ragged outline at the back
through the several "Soo" canals, ef- of the head shows where It was sevfecting a saving est imated at $260,000,-00ered from the body. The outlines on
over rail traffic.
the lower part of the face are natural,
and are the outlines of the maxillary
and other bones of the Jaws. The
WISE SHOE DEALERS
nose has shrunk somewhat in drying.
One may travel the Bowery for In life, the resemblance to the human
many years but never will he see a face was even more Btrlklng.
The
pair of shoes exhibited In any of the conical front teeth are shown. The
outside showcases. It Is tli-- j belief of lateral teeth are very slroug and molthe shoe merchants of this Bectlon ar like, evidently for the purpose of
that a pair of shoes hanging in a crushing shells. Photographs or the
showcase Is too great a temptation head have been sent to a number o(
for those who happen to need them. well known authorities on IchthyoloThe mate of each shoe exhibited Is gy in Europe and Africa for the Identification of the species.
kept In the store.
ma-rtn-

y

one-sixt-

0

The Occasion.
They had been having a little tiff.
"Oh, of course," said he. wrathfully.
"I nm always In the wrong."
"Not always," said she, calmly.
"Last week you admitted that . yon
were In the wiong "
"Well, what's that go to do with it?"
he demanded.
"Nothing except that you were perfectly right when you admitted It."
she replied. Harper's Weekly.

Says the Earth Is Flat.
Is something of a reproach upon

cultured Boston that a man living
next door to it, Charles W. Morse of
Brookltne. believes that the world Is
flat as a pancake. Moreover he backs
up his conviction with the offer to
give a thousand dollars to the man
who can prove the world Is round.
It Is not surprising that there are men
In this day and generation who believe In the flat theory, but It is remarkable that one of them should
have been able to make a fortune. '

For Three Hours the Battle Raged.
counted strewn on the ground, and
not a man had been bitten. The reptiles were slightly dormant, owing to
the coolness, but when' aroused would
sally forth from the cave. Clubs,
shotguns and rifles were used In the
slaughter.
When no more snakes
emerged from the cave a repeating
shotgun was discharged Into It and
about fifty more were dragged forth.
Some of the specimens killed measured more than three feet long, while
others were only a few inches in
length. Some of the larger ones will
be duffed and placed on exhibition.
For years the farmers in that neighborhood have been bothered by the
great number of rattlesnakes. The
gulch of that name was literally alive
with them. The den discovered by
Mr. Smith is on the Peoples ranch.
After cleaning out this den It was decided to continue the crusade and
there are a number of men and boys
scouring the community tor more
snakes.
CHILD

IS

BAKED

TO DEATH

Crawls Into Stove Oven and Mother
Finds the Little Ore's Charred
Body.

Falrplay, Colo. The
child of Mrs. Frank Frlssletto of Bailey was baked to death in an oven in
her home here. The mother found the
charred body of the baby when she
returned from a few minutes' absence
from the house.
The mother had built a hot fire to
do some baking. She went out doors.
d

the Limelight.
want your name, please,
for the new directory. Tragedian I
shall be pleased to give It to you on
condition that U heads the list tn large
type. Hat er't Weekly.
In

Is this "Car-lear- d
Kidder Sandy, m
negle Foundation" I
so much
about?
Sandy Dtnna ye kon
TIs oat- meal.

It

Agen- t-

1

Tragedies Told In Headlines.
"She Had Married Him to Reform
Him."
"Motorcycfe Collides With Stress)
Car Car Uninjured."
"Happened to Catch His Fiancee
Smoking."
"Tries His New Teeth on a Restata- rant Steak."
"Fat Man Sneezes While Descend
ing Elevated Station Stairway."
"Hostess Accidentally Breaks Bot
tle of Bisulphide of Carbon."
Her Horrid Friend,
Her deareat friend had dropped 1b
d
for a call, and she put out a
box of expensive candy.
"Oh!" squeals friend, "hare yoxi
been squandering your money again?"
"Of course not; that's a present"
"A present? Have any of your relatives been here to visit youT"
five-poun-

"No."

''Some old schoolgirl friend?"
"Of course not."

"That business friend of your
who

hue-ban- d,

"

"Don't be so silly."
"OL. I know! You won It on a

bet"

Important Business.
Congressman Murray of Massachur
setts In the closing days of the last
session of congress. In August, made
preparations to go to Wyoming on a
camping and hunting trip. He waa
enthusiastic about It and took shooting lessons at a rifle gallery. The day
his party was lb leave for the west
he received a telegram at the capltol
from his law partner In Boston. It
said:
"Come to Boston at once; Important
business; don't delay."
Sadly Mr. Murray abandoned his
restrip, surrendered his sleeping-oa- r
ervations and hurried to Boston. Ai
rlvtng there he took a taxlcab for the
office. He dashed In, and there sat
his partner. The partner said:
"Hello, Bill! Come on, let's go

Weary Feet
wonder how many people who suf
fer torture with their feet In hot weath
er, agonies of aching, burning, swell
ing and extreme tenderness, know that
a raw potato, peeled and cut In half
"
and well rubbed over them every
night and mornlrfg, will cure the trou
ble? Or, falling that, a good daily
Anatomical Studies.
soaking In strong cold tea? Or that
Miss Mary Garden, at a dinner la
the worst soft corns will yield to a Chicago, said of a beautiful Callot
treatment of salt ordinary salt ap- Gown: The Callot sisters probably
plied night and morning?
make the prettiest evening gowns that
are turned out In Paris. But, their
gowns are sometimes a little bit too
The New Fatality.
The player seized the ball as it decollette.
Still, everybody wears
rolled rfway from the half back and them everybody. Consequently a society ball or dinner this season la
started down the field with it
Just as he crossed the goal line he rather startling.
stumbled and fell and broke his neck.
"I heard a woman say the other aft"What was the cause of death?" ernoon: "I took the children to the
they asked the coroner. "An acci- zoo today to teach thorn zoology. Tonight I think I'll take them to the Van
dent?"
"A fluke," replied the official as he Qelders' Christmas ball to teach them
anatomy.' "
made a note of It
I

Tribute to Washington.
"More than to any other Individual,
and as much an to one individual was
possible, has Washington contributed
to founding this, 'our wide spreading
empire." John Marshall.
Much Easier.
"My wife decided to do some pre-

serving today and I left her
the feat of a daring swimmer."
"What might that be?"
"Stemming the currant."
And Sol
Nan Jack asked me for a kiss.
Fan Well?
Nan Well, there wasn't time
to
write and ask Laura Jean Libbey If It

Advocates Right Kind of Pride.
Miss Muriel Becheler, editor of the

Wellesley college paper, advises the
college to be a "sport" Pride haa
been denounced so often, she says,
that It Is hard to realize that there is

rrrre'rrgrft mra

bolsters up a limp back and helps
one to smile at the little bothers to
which It Is bo easy to give way. When
girls first began to learn how to be
"sports," she saya, they felt that they
were cribbing, this glory having been
left so long tn the masculine sex.
Naughty.
Without wishing to insinuate anything It may be said that a good many
bashful men get married. Atchison
Olobe

Critical Condition
Women who suffer from womanly ailments, often give
way to despair. After trying different medicines in vain,
they lose heart and hope.
No friend in need could be more welcome to a sick,
delicate woman, than a remedy which will relieve her pains and
distress, build up her strength, and restore her failing health.
Mrs. Bessie York, of Huntington. W. Va., says: "I
was sick for two years, and tried all the medicines and
doctors I could hear of, that 1 thought might cure me.
They all failed to relieve me. 1 was so bad, that every
month I thought 1 would die. Finally, I decided to

Labrador Fisherman's Hut

CARDUI

INDIGO.
Finds Baby

During the past several years when
natural Indigo has come Into active
competition with the syntbetlt pro
duct there has been a great falling
off in the production of the natural
article.
So rapid has been this decline thai
It Is not hard to prophesy that In the
course of a few more years the cultl
vatlon of Indigo will have glve.i place
to the production of a more profitable

In

Oven.

some unaccountable
manner, got into the oven and the
door swung shut. It was heavy and
could not have been opened by the
baby even if it had known enough
to try it

The child, in

Prixe Hog Barks Like Dog.
hog beNew York. A
longing to Joseph Banta, a Richfield
600-poun-d

CC 74

The Woman's Tonic
and it relieved me. I am still improving. I can't praise
this wonderful woman's remedy enough, for what it has
done for me."
Cardui is composed of purely vegetable ingredients,
which 'act on the cause of the trouble, and thus bring relief in a natural manner.
If you suffer from any symptoms

of womanly trouble,

better try Cardui, for it has helped thousands of weak,
sick women, during the past 50 years, and should surely

In
Most of the

inhabitants

of

-

houses

Put Out.
Truxton Hare, the football veteran,
deprecated, at a dinner at the Mark-haclub In Philadelphia, that type
of football player who always falls
In his examinations.
"Such men do more harm than good
to a university." said Mr. Hare, "yet
even the fathers and mothers of such
men are proud of them.
"One broker said to another the
other day:
" 'How Is your son doing at college?'
"'Oh, rotten,' was the reply. 'He's
put his knee out, and has to confine
himself to his studies.' "

The "Queensland nut" is closely allied to. If not Identical with the candle nut (Macadamla ternlfolla), and
Is one of the most nutritive nuts In
the world. The Inhabitants of the Society Islands, where the candle nut
flourishes, after slightly baking the
nuts In an oven, and removing the
shell, bore holes through the kernels
and string them on rushes, hanging
them up In their bouses to be used as
torches, which are made by enclosing
four or five strings In a leaf of the
screw-pin- e
(Pandanus). These torches
are often used In fishing by night and
burn with much brilliancy. The lampblack used In tattooing was obtained
from the shell of the candle nut. A
gummy substance exudes from the
candle-nu- t
tree, which the Tahltlans
chew.

cold.

molly-

opry

Organize a Party of Extermination and Kill 290 Reptiles
in Gulch.

Ca-lal-

"

Mtset,
fclW

product artificial lace. The general
public has heard little about It. but
s
the lace manufacturers of Lyons,
and Caudry bave for some time
past been much perturbed over this
unexpected competition, to which they
will have to submit.
Artificial lace Is In effect a manufacture of a very simple nature.
There Is no weaving employed In Its
production. The machine consists In
Its essential parts of a receptacle containing; a
solution
of cellulose, a metallic cylinder upon
which la engraved the negative of
the design and a coagulation vat.
A rotary motion Is given to the cylinder, over which flows the solution,
which, entering the Interstices of the
engraved pattern, fixes Itself Immedl-tel- y
In the coagulatlve liquid, out of
which emerges the texture ready to
be dyed and dressed.
Artificial lace has a beautiful appearance. It Is homogeneous and unalterable: will wear better and Is less
combustible than ordinary lace. Water does not affect It. Any desired
pattern can be obtained by engraving
a new cylinder.
"

sympathise w'th
i," said Mm. Lap-wa- s
affected once

HUNT FOR RATTLERS

Hot Springs of Iceland

.

is Perfor

MONTANA POSSE ON

tabrador are fishermen and during the

sumcom-

mer, when not on the water, they manage to make themselves fairly
fortable In temporary huts built of rock and turf. These habitations are
decidedly unccuth. but serve their purpose and can be easily reconstructed
each year after the storms of winter.

do the same for you.
Try it toda. Your druggist has it on hand.

ONE STOOL OF WHEAT PRACTICE

OF DEEP PLOWING

It Is Necessary

for Water Conrerva-tlorFarmers Alive to Scientific
Aids Just Developed.

Astonishing Range of Root System of Dry Farmed Product.

fu the n

PULLED
t

IN

ONE WAY OUT OF IT.

DIFFERENT WAYS

BEST TRICK NOT

Drdinary

Men on the Street Somewhat Puzzled by Seeming Busi-

ness Contradictions-

THE

IN

AIR

Aviator Was Clever at His Work,
But Shone Best In Another
Line of Endeavor.

-

ig. deep plowln

Henry M. Neely, the aviator poet of
Philadelphia, said at a recent banquet
at the Bellevue-Stratfor- d
"Yes, It Is true that it
s a lot
of money to become an all
.
You
can't get an aeroplane and you can't
learn to fly without plent of cash."
Mr. Nesly smiled.
"1 was watching a brother
airman
making a volplane the other day.
when I heard a young lady say:
:

Proper 8ytem of 8ummr Fallowlnfl
f Rotation of Crops, Together With
Thorough Plowing Conserve
Much Moisture.
ny ED. h. WATflOtf, Director
I'arrnlnir Hxperlmvntn for St
Wyoming-.-

Dry
of

nrrserved.

tl

mor months when no rain falls.
The
Iant seeders plant, only half

when

I

tinned.

a bushel of wheat to the acre, which
Is sufficient for the nerds of

the

face.
Kach single root

was provided wlih
aa enormous system of rootlets
ranging from one
to six Inches In
length, with a general average of
three
Inches, and spaced
along the main
root about
of an Inch
apart. It would be
a conservative
to say that
the total length of
all the laterals of
any one root was
at least ten times
the length of the
root Itself. It thus
becomes a simple
process of calculation to ascertain
that the combined
8'.ngle 8tool of
length of the root
system of such a
Turkey Red
plant approaches
Wheat.
a mile
a fact not so remarkable, when
1t la considered that a single stool of
wheat may produce more thau 60
heads, which necessarily require a
great many feeders to keep up the
food supply.
The plant was taken from land
which during the past three years has
grown potatoes md other cultivated
crops. The object lesson It teaches
is very plain. A proper system of
summer fallowing or of rotation of
crops together with thorough plowing
'and careful maintenance of the surface mulch, will permit the moisture
.that falls during normal years to be
stored to a considerable depth In the
soil. If the moisture Is thus present,
the whiSat roots have the power to
forage "into the deep" lu search of It.
This fact enables the dry farmer to
mature his crop of grain with little or
no rainfall during the growing season.

about

one-fourt- h

tt

IN

" 'YeR, you bet he can,'
ion agreed.

to beat

S

There were more t
of them in num
ber, and they all
penetrated
gravel
to
soli
whlrh lay six feet
beneath the sur

SAVING MOISTURE

dries them
out of the
plowed dee

o
s

The accompanying lllimhatir
fPRente a dingle stool of Turki
Winter Wheat secuiwl ileal
Wyo., under the direction of tl
"niing dry farm board. A treuc
" "t long, four feet wide and oIk
"pep was dug one and onc-hfrom the plant.
By means of
fcpray of water from a force pn
soil was washed away from the
s. which as far as possibl

SPRING

Harrow Should Be Started Just as
Soon as Frost Is Out of Ground
Light Mulch Found Good.
Harrowing

will often save wheat
Is in danger of destruction by
high winds In the spring. Many
fields that get a good growth to the
fall and come through the winter In
excellent condition are lost by drying up In the spring winds for want

that

of proper treatment. Start the barrow as soon as the ground is dried
after the frost has gone out of the
surface soil, says a writer in an exchange. Harrowing forms an earth
mulch that holds the moisture, fills
the cracks and keeps the dry air
from getting at the roots and usually
it makes lh young plants stool more.
It is a good plan, under average conditions, to keep the harrow running
until the wheat is four to six inches
high.
However, harrowing sometimes Is
the worst thing that can be done for
a field. 1 saw a settler using his
harrow when It was pulling at least
half the plants clear out or the
ground. He could not have been glv- lng the field worse treatment. It was
loose and mellow as an ash heap.
packWhat it needed was
ing. Under such conditions the packer will often put a field In condition
for high yields.
It It a good plan, in sections where
wheat Is likely to be blown out or
dasflaged by spring winds, to mulch
the field lightly with either straw or
manure, when the ground Is frozen,
In addition
along tbout midwinter.
to making a moisture holding mulcn
the straw and manure becomes somewhat imbedded In the soil, helping to
lessen the effect of the winds. Where
straw or manure has been scattered
over the wheat ' M In winter It will
be advantageous to use the sub surface packer early let the spring. The
packer will anchor the coarse material so that It will not blow and thus
will hold the wheat and the soil.
Later In the spring the packed field
may be harrowed to advantage.
e

Separate the Flocks.
Impure air, aa well as dampness,
jtre a danger to any flock. Separate
the flocks In bunches 'of 26 or 60, ami
feed them separately, and they will
wake much better gains.

the

"low

acre means a good profit to the Individual who farms by wholesale. Such
a yield would spell poverty for the
small farmer with a hundred or two
acres but there is where the difference between
farming and
farming comes in. Just as
In mining.
The farmers who have begun this
task of "whipping the desert" are
alive to all the scientific aids that
have been developed In recent years.
They have studied the various
theories from Campbell's
down, but ae generally following the
"Kelly system.
Kelly Is a plain,
farmer who has lived for
years on the high plains of eastern
Colorado, and who has followed his
own unique method of crop raising
with such good results that he Is now
wealthy. Kelly plows deep the first
year, but afterward pays little attention to the cultivation of the soil. Instead of fighting the weeds and Russian thistles, he uses them as an aid.
He plants his wheat among them, because the weeds act as a protection
to the seeds, when the hot, dry
winds of early spring and late fall are
blowing.
The question of acclimatised seed
la also one to consider In reclaiming
the desert, either by wholesale or
retail means. About twenty years
ago Robert Oauss of Denver began ,
series of experiments, In the belief
wheat could
that a drought-resistinbe developed. He conducted an experimental farm on the high plains
east of Denver, each year planting
selected seed from the crop of the
preceding year.
In thlB way
he
worked noticeable changes
in tbe
form of wheat, and his theory promised such excellent returns that now
It Is being carried on by the department of agriculture, as well as by
various state agricultural colleges In
the west and the Carnegie Desert
laboratory at Tucson, Ariz.
With grains adapted to the peculiar soil and climatic conditions of
region, and with giant
the semi-aritraction machinery plowing and cultivating the grazing grounds of the
buffalo, the conquest of the prairie
would seem to be in Bight., and the
hardest
of American
agricultural
problems would appear to be solved.
high-grad-

e

low-grad- e

pose of persuading me to huy a piano
on th Installment plan. .Inst to get
rid of them I at Inst agreed to buy.
Now they've got a corps of men out
trying to dig up proof that I never
could or. would pay for the piano if
they were to let me have It. Business
is a great thing."
ALMOST

FRANTIC

ITCHING

g

d

Teach tbe colt to draw loads by degrees.
Gentleness pays best with the colt
or horse.
A draft horse should have a large
chest and square shoulders.
There Is no better place to fit a colt
for market than on the farm.
A horse that Is trained
without
blinds is usually the safer horse.
Old ewes and poor breeders should
now, and Bent to tne
be fattened
butcher.
Great care should be used In watering the horses. A little and often Is
the best way.
Pork production appeals strongly to
a man of limited means who desires
quick returns.
Sheep return lo the soil 80 per cent
of fertility of food eaten. Sheep manure Is valuable.
Whole grain makes best feed for
sheep. Cleanliness, pure water and
salt are a necessity.
If when the hogs are growing fast
their hind legs become weak, feed a
little bone meal dally.
Examine uddei and teats carefully;
see tha; both teats are open or you
may have caked udder.
Sheep have warm wool coats; don't
be afraid to turn them out in good
weather, even If It is cold.
The sheep industry cannot reach
perfection until every mongrel dog In
the land Is exterminated.
The successful feeding of lambs depends largely on their being offered
groat variety of food while In the
yards.
Tbe pigs and the light junkers
should go to the market early.
Oats for the brood sows will produce bettr muscle for the pigs.

WITH

ECZEMA

Oklahoma Directory
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BRONCHO BRAND

Mary's Little Postscript.
Mistress Mary, wasn't that gentleman asking for me?
The New Maid No, mum, he described the lady he wanted to Bee as
being about 40, and I told him it couldn't be you.
Mistress Quite right, my dear. And
you shall have an extra afternoon off
tomorrow.
The New Maid Yes, mum! Thankee,
mum! Yes, mum! told him It couldn't he you, as you was about 60.
Misircss And while you're taking
your afternoon off you'd better took
out for n new place!

Discouraged

1

GenieCorxerlqJjde.J.

Doctor, what did you
Mr. Littlerest
tell me was your special treatment for

sleeplessness?
Medico We" strike at the cause or
the origin of the trouble
Mr. LiltlerestjYou don't say so!
Well, you will find tbe baby in the other room. Only, don't strike at him
too hard.

Sugar-coate-

Man She Heard About.
was one man whose life was
said tbe Sunday school
"Which one of you can telf
me who he was?"
Little Mary Jane's hand went up,
and the teacher nodded to her.
"He was mamma's first husband,"
she said.

Her Cawer.
She You know Clara was ambl
tious to have a career.
Mamma
And matrimony interferes
wlt;b n career?
8 he Yes. but she made up her
mind that she doesn't wunt any career that matrimony Interferes with.

Special Offer tie Printers

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more goodsbrighter and faster colors than any olher dye. One 10c package colors all fibers. They dye in cold water better than any other dye You can
dye any garment without ripping apart. Write for free booklet How to Dye. Bleach and Mix Colors. MONBOE PBtlG COMPANY, QulDcy, III,

Then They'd Stay at Home.
"Bunde'by has some freakish Ideas
of legislation."
"Yes?"
"One of his latest notions Is that
'Puck.
lapital punishment ought to be pro
ided for women who gad about loo
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of much."
('ASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
"Capital punishment would be rathinfants and children, and see that it er severe."
Ilunderby
"You don't understand.
Bears (he
would have such women compelled by
Signature of
'u
to wear hats that were out of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Caetoria
modern woman gets next to the
Not Affinities.
wrinkle with a massage ma- Mistress -- And why did
your last place?
Maid Me and the mlsf
ias not
PAW) 01
congenial. Harper's Hater
Uluid,

(te

dura.

IV 11KIVU KI T Itl M.AK1A

Shredded Fodder on Berries.
If tbe strawberry bed bus not yet
been covered, and shredded coin fodder can be had, there Is no better
material which can be used. An advantage which It possesses over straw
or most other litter Is .that it Is free
from weed seed. The plants are usually Injured, If at all, In the late
winter, so the covering should nut be
put on soon.

bowlua u
form, and
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Accepting a Compliment.
Neighbor What a lovely day this
la!

fitting of tbe shoe.

If Youra to fluttering or

WMemoreh
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FINEST QUALITY

EfiQalRaB,

ft Shoe Polishes

LARGEST VARIETY
'PIhy uipm Tory rMu.rcont for cleaning and
poliabing hutm of all kinds and color.
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The
"There
perfect,"
teacher.

"'His best trick far and
The Deacon You shouldn't fly your the reply, 'is buying a bipli
kite cn Sunday.
it.
He's done It twice
The Boy Oh! well, de kite's mado shouldn't be surprised to
outer a religious paper.
it off a third timo before h
neck.' "
Youna. but Oh. Mvl
The lawyer was sitting at his desk,
Jones Admitted It.
absorbed In the preparation of a brief.
Jones Md Brown argued as Ihey al8o bent was he on his work that he ways did when they had lime enough.
did not hear the door ns it was pushThey ha l dined together, and as Jones
oin is TMKm
ed gently open, nor see the curly head lived at a distance anu It was very
W Ml fnn bw and
that was thrust into his office. A lit- late Brown offered to put him up for
Write
i.b.it,rlM
oc w..klr i ri. til
tle sob attracted his notice, and turn- the night.
and r.f .rtur.,
ing, he saw his face that was streaked
M. SABEL a SONS
On the way borne ther fell to disto era TILLS, ST.
with tears, and told plainly that bis cussing the strategy of the Clvii war
Waal
OMttrtUFun.
feelings had been hurt.
bWiiitM IK.
as Indicated by the campaigns of Lee
"Well, my little man, did you want and Grant. The topic was elastic
to see me?"
enough to keep them going for half
"Are you a lawyer?"
an hour, and reached Its height as
THE BEST STOCK
"Yes. What do you want?"
if r a v rv nn
they neared the Brown bouse.
"I want " and there was a resolute
OAUULLd a" reasoo- Then Brown lost his temper.
ring in his voice "I want a divorce "Jones," said he, "If you don't admit
Able priors, wi lie for fr
Illustrated catalogue.
from my papa and mamma!"
that Grant was a greater general than
A H. HESS & CO.
'J
305 Trarit St.
Lee, you can't sleep here."
Houiion, To,
A Little Off.
It was then two o'clock In the mornSenator Penrose was talking In ing, and
Jnes was eight miles from
PARKER'S
Washington about the dreadful hunting home -- Chicago
Post.
HAIR BALSAM
ClMTif, Bud Nautifiai Ui hi
accidents of last month. "When buck
nflB y a luxuriant rrowth.
fever seizes a man," he said, "he goes
Nover Ml to Restore Oray
What tins become of the
as far off his aim as the old lady went
Cure, aralp linaa a hair tailing.
man whose word was as good
SOcand 11.00 at UrmflaM
In her Jeflnitlon of t he word 'bellias his bond?
cose.' She was talking wiib a friend
about a bishop.
PpnHrtPC of tnis Paper desiring to buy
" 'He's a fine man,' said tbe friend, 'You'll generally always find (hat IV(IIICI a anything advertised in its colthe person who Is most suspicious of
'a fine, handsome man. His only others, himself needs watching.
umns should insist upon having what they
trouble Is that he's a little bellicose.'
ask for, refusing all substitutes or imitations
" 'Bellicose?' said the old lady with
i
You
expect
quarter
no
need
from
a surprised frown. 'He must have
changed, then. The last time 1 saw the footpad until you give up your
last cent.
him he was tall and rather slender.' "
WESTERN DETECTIVE AGENCY
&t A KF.Se. SO PKB DAT introducing anaranuwd
Mttneral
transacted In ill parte of
How He Found Out.
Catarrh KeuiertT at half prtc. Sutnnln outfit by rethe world. Confidential Invtrntlfrution of a hKttimata
"Mr. Chairman," shouted one of the turn mull. U1LI.HVI.KIN CUM l'AN T, Trinidad, Col character a pewit y executed for corporations and
Individual. Will K. Molver. Manager. Hulte
delegates to the convention, "I move
65(40. Okiuboiuu City, uk.1.
Most of us
keenly enjoy Uurekowlta Bldg.. Phone
that the nominating speeches be lim- working If only would
we weren't compelled
KERFO O T - MILLER & CO.
ited to one minute each!"
to do It.
(Incorporated)
"Second the motion!" yelled a dozen
Manufacturer of
others.
Lewis' Single Binder, straight 8c many
A 6torm of protest arose, but the smokers prefer them to 10a cigars.
OVERALLS AND WORK CLOTHING
chairman put the motion.
It was lost by a vote of 47 to 46.
Wholesale Dry Goods
Many a man's handshake is less sinOKLAHOMA CITY
OKLAHOMA
"I merely wished to find out. Mr. cere than the wag of his dog's
Bead ua roar mal. order.
tall.
Chairman," explained the delegate
who had made the motion, 'how many
ambitious orators there are in this
convention. There are 47."
The expression occurs so many times in letters from
sick women, "I was completely discouraged." And there
Think of Itl
is always good reason (or the discouragement.
Years of
Two brothers, each of whom Is nearpain and suffering. Doctor after doctor tried in vain.
ly six feet and a half tall, were one
Medicines doing no lasting good. It is no wonder that
day introduced by an acquaintance to
the woman feels discouraged.
a young lady. As she sat gazing up at
Thousands of these weak and tick women have found
the pair of giants In wonder and awe,
health and courage regained as the result o( the use of
she exclaimed:
Suppose
"Great heavens!
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
there
,
had been only one of you!"
It establishes regularity, heals inflammation and ulceration, and cures weakness.
AJLVery T.rujB.bui
j- - fcAJTbS Wyf7?WOM
Yes, Johnny, when
Fond Father
aiVD sieie women well.
the mllennium Is come the lamb can
lie down with tbe lion In perfect
Refuse substitutes offered by unscrupulous druggists
safety.
tor this rename remedy.
Little Johnny Idoubtingly) I s'pose
Siok women are invited to unsutt by letter, free. All correspondence
strictly private and saoredly confidential. Write without fear and without
that's so, but I'd rather be the Hon,
fee to World's Dispensary, R. V. Pierce, M. D., Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
just the same.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and
tiny granules, easy to take as candy.
bowels.
Some One Else's Meat.
Broker Business Is simply rotten
these days!
Friend Why? Isn't there a sucker
born every minute?
Broker Yea. But they buy automoThis paper is printed from ink made in Savannah, Ga. by
biles. Puck.
the SOUTHERN OIL & INK CO., Savannah, 6a. Price 6 cents
It seeniB that to make both ends
per pound, F. O. B. Savannah. Your patronage solicited.
eet requires no end of money.
t

"Eight years ago I got eczema all
over my hands. My fingers fairly bled
and it Itched until it almost drove me
frantic.
The eruption began with
Itching under the skin. It spread fast
from between the fingers around the
nails and all over the whole hands. I
got a pair of rubber gloves in order to
waBh dlsht'S. Then It spread all over
the left side of my chest. A fine doctor treated the trouble two weeks, but
I cried night and
did me no good.
day. Then
decided to try Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment but without much
hope as I had gone so long. There
was a marked change tbe second day,
and so on until I was entirely cured.
The Cutlcura Soap we bave always
kept in our home, and we decided
after that lesson that it is a cheap
soap in price and the very best In
quality. My husbnnd will use no other
soap In his shaving mug." (Signed)
Mrs. G. A. Selby. Redonda Beach,
Cal., Jan. 16, 1911. Although Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment are sold by druggists and dealers everywhere, a sample of each, with
book, will
be mailed free on application to
"Cuticura," Dept 24 K, Boston.

LIVE STOCK NOTES.

May be promoted by those who
gently cleanse the system, now and
then, when in need of a laxative
remedy, by taking a desertspoonful
of the ever refreshing, wholesome
and truly beneficial Syrup of Fig
and Elixir of Senna, which is the
only family laxative generally approved by the most eminent physicians, because it acts in a natural,
strengthening way and warms and
tones up the internal organs without
weakening them. It is equally benefi-fici- al
for the very young and the middle aged, as it is always efficient and
free from all harmful ingredients. To
get its beneficial effects it is always
necessary to buy the genuine, bearing the name of the Company-Calif- ornia
Fig Syrup Co. plainly
printed on the front of every package.
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The Clovis News
w

CURREN Editor.
CURREN. - PUBI.I

are as follows: B. D. Oldham,
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary.
twenty-five
Mexico,
Clovis, New
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
shares ; Fti rzeisbrod, Clovis, Territory New Mexico
New Mexico, twenty-fiv- e
shares; County ofCurry
ss.
of
Charles E. Dennis, Clov I hereby
in-- 1
this
certify that
twenty-nv- e
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is, New
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Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
CERTIFICATE OP COMPARCSON.
I, NATHAN JAFFA, Secretary of

the Territory of New Mexico, do
hereby certify that there was
filed for record in this office at
Nine o'clock A. M.. on the Second day of January, A. I). 1912;
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

of THE UNION MORTGAGE
COMPANY, Number 7041.. and
also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with
the original thereof now on file,
and declare it to be a correct
transcript there from and of the
whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the
Great Seal of the Territory of
New Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, on this Second day of January, A. D. 1912.

Ex-Of- fi

De

V

k

This corporation shall exist for
term of Fifty years.
VII.
The names and postoffice addresses respectively of those
who shall serve as directors for
the first three months are as folB. D. Oldham, Clovis,
lows:
New Mexico:
Franz Weisbrod,
Clovis, New Mexico; Charles E.
Dennis, Clovis, New Mexico; W.
A. Maupin. Shelbina, Missouri;
and Ed T. Massey, Clovis, New

jcuted th
as his free act and deed.
Ifr WITNESS WHEREOF, I
hereunto set mv hand and affixed
my official seal, the day and year
in this certificate first above
written.
w. S. Manning,
Notary Public.
(Notarial Seal)
My commission expires Mar.
15th, 1914.

State of Illinois

(Seal)

Territory of New Mexico.
Office of the Secretary.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON.

I NATHAN Jaffa. Secretary of
the Territory of New Mexico, do
hereby certify that there was
filed for record in this office at

in any way depleting our forests!

New State of
New Mexico

I

County of Livingston
On this 27th day of December,
A. D 1911, before me personally
appeared R. E. Maupin and J.
H. Oughton to me known to be
the persons described in and
who executed the foregoing
and acknowledged that
they executed the same as their
free act and deed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
have hereunto set my hand and
affixed my official stal the- day
and year in this certificate first
above written.
Gertrude Harris,
Notary Public.
(Notarial Seal)
My commission expires Feb.

or endangering our watershed
Metal mining, while in the in
fancy of its development, has
advanced sufficiently to prove
beyond all question that New
Mexico very shortly will take its
place as one of the most important of the mineral producing
s.ates. Our live stock industry
for many years the principal industry in the country and only
recently forced into second place
by agriculture, is alone sufficient
to support a great population in
peace and plenty.
New Mexico over its whole
is blessed with a magnificent
climate. It is a climate no. only
conducive to the greatest degree
ofhealth, but it is immediately
helpful in agriculture, stock
growing and all other industries.
The growing seasons are long,
the winters are mild, work out-o- f
doors is possible through
practically the entire yea thus
giving the farmer a great advantage time available for cultivating
his land. New Mexico has been
well named the "Sunshine State"
New Mexico has no desire to
hold out false hopes to the home- seeker and investor. The trut
is goon enough, success here a:
elsewhere requires hard work
and perseverance.
But given
these elements, we believe that
greater rewards may be had in
the new state than in any other
field at this time.
The people of New Mexico are
prosperous and happy. Social conditions are pleasant. Our educational system is
complete and will be improved
to meet every demand upon it.
The new state enters the Union
in excellent financial cor dition.
We are fully prepared for the
great period of industrial development which we are sure is immediately before us.

Governor W. C McDonald
Contributes Article to
Red Book
Governor W? C. McDonald contributed the following article to
the Red, Book, the official publication of the Passenger Department of the Denver and Rio
Grande. The article appears in
the January number, which is
of especial consequence as it contains the annual review and is
distributed in thousands of copies
all over the east. Other New
Mexico articles are: Aztec by
C. S, Bailey; Cedar Hiil and
by Dr.W. W. McEwen;

a-r- ea

--

va-cini- ty

Enpandla Valley by

L. Bradford Prince; Farmington
and vacinity Willard Belknap,
secreeary of the Farmington
N ne o'clock A. M., on the SecChamber of Commerce: Santa
ond day of January, A. D. 1912;
Mexico.
Fe by W. J. Towne and Taos Val
CERTIFICATE OP STOCKHOLDley by John J. Tinker, editor of
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we
ERS'
El Bion Pueblo. Governor Mchave hereunUr set our hands and
Jday
Donald writes as follows:
seals, this the twenty-thir- d
of
of December, in the year of Our
The new State of New Mexico
THE UNION MORTGAGE
Lord. One Thousand Nine Hunis
standing uport the threshold
COMPANY,
dred and Eleven.
of a great industrial future. Tht
Number 7042. and also, that I
seal
B. D. Oldham.
resources of the state their vast
NATHAN JAFFA,
have compared the following co- 3, 1914.
seal
Franz Weisbrod,
extent
and varied nature are litSecretary of New Mexico.
ENDORSED: No. 7042, Cor. tle to the people of the nation.
py of the same, with the origiC. R. Bostick,
seal
seal
nal thereof now on file, and de- Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 144, Certifi- Development of these resources
seall
Charles E. Deimis,
clare it to be a correct transcript cate of
seal
of the has been delayed and seriously
Ed T. Masssey,
articles of incorporation
Of
therefrom and of the whole there- Stockholders of THE UNION hampered by conditions result
seal
W. A. Maupin.
THE UNION MORTGAGK
MORTGAGE COMPANY, Filed ing from the territorial form ot
of.
seal
J. H. Oughton.
COMPANY.
in
Office of Secretary of New government and the reluctance
my
and
the
hand
Given under
seal
R. E. Maupin,
Territory of New Mexico
Mexico.
Territory
Jan. 2. 1912: 9 A. M.
of
Great Seal of the
Territory of New Mexico
of capital and population to inSanCounty of Curry
City
Mexico,
of
New
at the
County of Curry.
vest heavily under the uncertain
NATHAN JAFFA,
We, the undersigned citizens
On this 23rd day of December, ta Fe, the Capital, on this Secconditions
existing as a territoSecretary.
of the United States and citizens A. D. 1911, before me personally ond day of January, A. D. 1912.
ry.
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
of the respective states hereinaf- appeared B. D. Oldham, Franz
During the many years we
Nathan Jaffa.
Territory of New Mexico
ter named, being desirous of Weisbrod, Charles E. Dennis, C.
have been waiting for statehood
Secretary of New Mexico. County of Curry
forming a private corporation R. Bostick, and Ed T. Massey, to
Seal
I hereby certify that this in- we enjoyed slow but steady prounder and by authority of the me known to be the persons destrument was filed for record on gress, and we have had full oplaws of the Territory of New scribed in and who executed the CERTIFICATE OF
portunity to learn the extent and
OF THE STOCKHOLD- the 4th day of Jan., A. D. 1912, character
Mexico, hereby associate our- foregoing instrument and acof our resources. Duselves and have made, signed, knowledged that they executed ERS OF THE UNION MORT-- . at 11:45 o'clock A. M., and duly ring this period frontier condirecorded in Book 1, Page 78 of
GAGE COMPANY.
Pope's Record Good.
executed and acknowledged the the same as their free act and
the Records of Articles of Incor- tions have been eliminated. Mofollowing articles of incori
Territory of New Mexico
dern social and industrial condiJudge Pope leaves the district
deed.
poration of said county.
for that purpose:
tions
firmly
judgeship
have
been
to assume the higher
establish
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I County of Curry
F. P. Helm,
1.
by
pres
all
Know
men
these
ed.
An
school
system
excellent
and
important office of
more
my
and
hand
set'
have hereunto
ReProbate Clerk and
The name of this corporation affixed my official seal, the day ents: That we, the undersigned corder.
has been built. We have meas- United States district iudre.
shall be 'THE UNION MORT- and year in this certificate first subscribers of the capital stock
ured the flow of our streams, his appointment by the pre&ident
T. L. Helm,
GAGE COMPANY."
prospected our mineral areas ar.d having been sent to the Senate
Company.
Mortgage
of
Union
the
above written.
Deputy.
begun the manufacture of our last week and there is no doubt
II.
hereby
severally
do
declare
that
(Seal)
C. A. Scheurich,
forest
resources. The period of of its speedy confirmation by
liability
to
no
attach
shall
ever
Notary Public.
Its principal office in this ter
probation,
while it has been long that body. During his adminisof
account
or
on
of
us
us
either
ritory shall be located at number Notarial seal
Territory of New Mexico, and trying has been helpful.
corpotration as district judge he has
any
by
stock
issued
said
106 West Grand Avenue, in the
My commission expires Mch.
Office
of
Secretary.
the
Mexico
New
comes
made an enviable reputation as
commencement
into
ihe
ration
after
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City of Clovis, in Curry County, 18, 191&
Union
with
knowledge
just and upright mn, and ev- a
corporation,
accurate
of
business
of
said
New Mexico; and Charles E. State of Missouri
INCORPORATION CERTIFICATE.
Len
of
reits
resources
is
only
severally
what
and
those who so strenuously op
liable
and
we
are
Dennis, whose postoffice address County of Shelby
I NATHAN JAFFA, Secretary of
quired
posed
for
development
capital
their
his appointment to his
for
of
stock
amount
the
is Clovis, New Mexico, is hereby
On this 26 day of December. of said corporation certified to the Territory of New Mexico, do we know that we have opportun- present office,
concede that there
named and designated as agent A. D. 1911,
before me personally have been actually paid in prop- hereby certify that there was ity here in bountiful measure, is noting against him
as a man
of the corporation upon whom appeared W. A. Maupin, to me
filed for record in this office at
erty or cash at the time of com- Nine o'clock A. M. on the second not only for the man with large and a citizen, their opposition
process in proceedings against
known to be the person describcapital, but for the man with
almost solely f worn personthe corporation may be served. ed in and who executed the fore- mencement of business of said day of January, A. D. 1912;
small capital and the man with al enmity caused by hij unswervcorporation.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
HI.
going instrument and acknowlno capital at all, aside from his ing devotion to the law
WHEREOF,
we
IN
when
WITNESS
and
same
executed
the
edged
he
that
brains and his ability to work.
The objects for which this
called upon to deal with them in
have
our
hereunto
hands
and
set
Certificate
of
Stockholders'
The opportunities here are tre- offical capacity. Although theyis formed are as follows: as his free act and deed.
seals, this the 23rd day of
of THE UNION
mendous
To lend money on real estate
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
and they take so many made some very strong accusa-A. D. 1911.
MORTGAGE
COMPANY,
forms as to afford opportunity tions against his fairness as a
mortgages, chattel mortgages, have hereunto set my hand and
B. D. Oldnam,
seal
Numbers
day
seal,
the
for profitable activity almost ev- judge, those of the people who
trust deeds, commercial paper affixed m y official
Franz Weisbrod,
seal
HEREFOR: The incorpora- ery line of industry.
and bonds; to take and hold real and year in this certificate first
have had occasion to appeal to
C. R. Bostick
seal tors named in the said articles
The
new
very
state
has
a
estate and personal property in above written.
great
Judge
Pope in his
Charles E. Dennis,
seal and who have signed
the same, area of farming land now await- city feel that they official capatrust; to buy and discount com
W. S. Manning,
have at all
EdT. Massey,
seal and their successors and assigns
mercial paper; to buy and sell
Notary Public.
W. A. Maupin,
(seal) are hereby declared to be from ing development. There is wa- times been dealt with justly and
londs, real estate mortgages,
Notarial Seal
(seal) this date until the sec md day of ter available for the irrigation according to law. Every right
J. H. oughten.
trust deeds, chattel mortgages,
Mar.
R. E. Maupin,
My commission expires
(seal) January, Nineteen Hundred and of at least 4,000,000 acres of thinking man in the state will
land. Of this total, less than applaud the action of President
real estate and personal proper- 15, 1914.
Territory of New Mexico
Sixty-two- :
a Corporation by the 500,000 acres are now being cul- - Taft in giving
ty. It is hereby provided that
an office to one
County of Curry
State of Illinois
j
IM.
name and for'the purposes set i.!
j ne opportunities ex- who is so competent in every
this corporation may conduct its
uvatea.
Livingston
County
23rd day of December, forth in said articles.
on
of
this
tended in the development of way to fill
business and perform any and
it. -- Roswell Record,
On this 27th day of December, A. D. 1911, before me personally
this irrigation arsa are exceptionmy
Given under
all acts herein specified in any
hand
the
and
i
A. D. 1911, before me personally
B. D. oldham, Franz
...
TL.
Great Seal of the Territory of ally attractive. There are liter
state or territory of the United appeared R. E. Maupin and J. appeared
iam xarmer nas one tning in
C.
Dennis,
Charles
E.
Weisbrod.
States and for such purposes
New Mexico at the City of San- ally millions of acres in the state his favo- r- what he knows he
H. Oughton, to me known to be R. Bostick and Ed T. Massey , to
may have one or more offices out
ta Fe, the Capitol, on this Sec- which may be cultivated to cer- knows. There is no chance 'for
in and who me known to be the persons
persons
described
the
of this territory.
ond day of January, A. D. 1912. tain classes of crops without ir- a bluff in tilling the soil. Everyexecuted the foregoing instruin and who executed the
rigation.
thing shows right rp for just
Nathan Jaffa,
IV.
ment and acknowledged that foregoing instrument and ac
Secretary of New Mexico.
New Mexico has enormous what it is worth. If he is a sucThe amount of the authorized they executed the same as their knowledged that they executed
coal areas. There are many
cess he cannot hide the fact,
capital stock of the corporation free act and deed.
the same as their free act and Territory of New Mexico,
of feet of standing timber and if he is a failure the neighis Fifty thousand ($50,000) DolIN WITNESS WHEREOF. I deed.
ss.
County of Curry.
of excellent grade which may be bors are quick to know the
lars, divided into Five Hundred have hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
I hereby certify that this in- cut and manufactured without
(500) Shares of the par value of affixed my official seal, the day have hereunto set my hand and strument was filed for record on
One Hundred ($100) Dollars and year in this certificate first affixed my official seal, the day the 4th day of January A. D. 19
11:45 o'clock A. M., and
12.
each. The amount of capital above written.
and year in this certificate first dulyatrecorded in book 1 Page 80
stock with which it shall begin
above written.
Gertude Harris,
of the Records of Articles of Inbusiness shall be Twelve Thous
C. A. Scheurich,
corporation of said county.
Notary Public.
F. P. Helm
and ($12,000) Dollars. AM shares Notarial Seal
Notary Public.
ReClerk and
Probate
of stock shall be fully paid before
My commission expires Feb. (Notarial Seal)
corder.
issued and shall thereafter be 3rd, 1914.
My commission expires Mch.
T. L. Helm. Deputy.
1913.
(Seal)
18,
ENDORSED: No. 7041, Cor.
Jl8-f- l
V.
Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 144, Articles State of Missouri
V
County
Shelby
of
The names and respective of Incorporation of THE UNION
Phone. 254
On this 26th day of December,
postoffice addresses of the incor- MORTGAGE COMPANY Filed
Clovis
News for the best
The
Painting, Tinting, Papering, Glass etc.
porators and the respective num- in Office of Secretary of New AD 1911, before me personally of job printing. Rush orders a
appeared"
by
A.
W.
1912;
of
2,
9
Maupi
shares subscribed
ber
each Mexico, Jan.
AM.
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We do not charge for our readiness
to serve, but only for the service

Ex-Offic- io

rendered.

BERT CURLESS
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resbyterian Church.
Sunday School at 10 A. M.
Preaching at 11 A. M.

Old New Mexico.

Many men when in deep
odd times, after bank hour, and
in ClovUntlty, his rank is 9th in trouble fail to find what may be
the best way out consulting the
the U S. in this contest.
For his persistent efforts he wife. She is your partner for
received $130 in prizes besides both profits and losses, and her
$90 cash Xmas award. This is advice is always worth consider-

Take me back to old New Mexico,
Where there's plenty room and
A good congregational singing
air;
and the choir to lead and a book Where there's mesquite
an' pine
in the hanfl of every one is our
accomplishing results and results ing.
motto.
Grease-wooan' prickly pear;
are what the business world is
Put some oats in a box that
Evening service at 7:30. This where there ain't no pomp nor
looking for today.
will not leak; wet them thorservice will be in charge of the
oughly with warm water, cover
young people in connection with
where a shillin's called a "bit,"
United States Land Office. Tu- them well, let them stand one
young people of the Christian whereat night the magpies twit
cumcari, New Mexico, January whole day, then turn them in a
church, meeting to be held at
ter,
23, 1912.
box that does leak. Keep putPresbyterian chyrch. See special
where the Iniun fights were
Most pronouncedly the ability and dispoAll U. S. Commissioners, Tu- ting warm water on them mornprogram elsewhere.
fit.
sition of a Bank to be of service, are;
cumcari Land District, N. Mex. ing and night till sprouts are
Prayer meeting on Wednesday Take me back where range
is
Gentlemen:
well started. Spread them out
courtesy, willingness, promptness, and
night and choir practice Friday
We are in receipt of advice thinly, moisten more, arid keep
night at 7 o'clock. A most corAH of these
reasonable exactions.
where there's rattlesnakes and
from the Honorable Commission- this up till the sprouts are of the
dial invitation to all to attend the
ticks;
er of the General Land Office in required length. Some folks let
apgrowing
qualifications
customer
the
services at the church.
where a stack of "whites" cost
which he states:
them grow a foot long. No finer
"Speaking for ourselves."
preciates.
S. H. Jones, pastor.
twf nty,
is
also
considered
that
the
"It
feast for the birds than oat
We do not jeopardise your interests
where they don't sell gilded
offices of U. S. Commissioners sprouts.
bricks,
Christian Endeavor Day will
by political indulgence and we have
were vacated as a consequence
Hens will soon be bringing
meeting
where
unien
a
the tandy Pecos river
be observed in
of
the admission of the State and goodpric?s and the high price
go
to
necessary
never
found
it
outside
And the lengthy Rio Grande
of the societies of the Presbytethe abolition of the tribunal by will tempt many farmers to sell
churcharroyes in the mirage
of the Banking Business to make
Cut
Christian
rian and First
which the then incumbents were their hens off too closely.
It
where they irrigate the land.
es of Clovis, at the Presbyterian
appointed. As the office con- will pay the average farmer to
church 7:30, Sunday evening. Take me where there ain't no
tinues to exist, however, official keep a goodly number of hens
Feb. 3. The following program
subways,
aols performed by such incum- the year around. When hatchwill be rendered:
Nor no forty-storshack,
bents, assuming and claiming ing time comes, if incubators and
Congregation. where they shy at automobiles,
Song
authority by virtue of their origi brooders are not used, it takes
Prayer
Dudes, plughats an' three-rai- l
nal appointments, will be treat- sever:,! hens to do the work of
Presbyterian Choir.
Anthem
tracks;
ed as the acts of an officer de hatching and rearing the chicks
nture Reading, Miss Grigsby. where the old suntanned pros
facto, and valid as to the public and we like to have enough othmM. Mesdames justice anu nu- pector
until such time as their official ers to keep the egg basket filled.
chenhull.
Dreams of wealth and pans his
status may be determined by the Eggs to sell every week means
Objects and aims of Christian
dirt,
action of competent authority. a small bill at the grocery. Can't
"The Bank That Accommodates"
Prof. V. L. Griffin. where the sleepy night herd punEndeavor,
(Throop on Public Officers, Sees. have the eggs unless we hold on
Mrs. Greetham.
Vocal Solo,
cher
632. 639.)
to enough hens. -- Farm Journal
Miss Bills.
Sings to steers and plies the
The Junior Society,
"In accordance with this conAnthem, Christian church choir.
quirt.
clusion, proofs submitted and
We Receive Cream on
What Christian Endeavor has Take me where there's diamond
lie in a short time. Rev. Bulgin papers completed before United Thu rsday or each week.
move
to
into
probably
will
have
Miss Burns.
Accomplished,
hitches,
larger quaaters by the middle of is an evangelist of experience States Commissioners in office at
Congregation.
A. J. Rodes & Co.
Song
Ropes an, brands and ca'tridge February.
The Spanish classes and has been very successful in the date of admission of the
choir.
Presbyterian
Anthem,
belts;
State to the Union and therehave shown a phenomenal his work. - Tucumcari Sun.
Relation of Christian Endeavor where the boys wear chapps for growth.
after continuing to perform offi- Crossing Continent On Foot
Rev. Jones.
to Church,
britches,
cial functions, will be treated
If you want a PRACTICAL
Havener Budget.
Warren H. Myers, a young
Anthem, Christian church choir.
theregarded
valid
and
until
as
Soft boiled shirts an' Stetson Business Training, not mere
such
of 21 years arrived tn the
man
begun
School
last
The Senter
Little Helps and Hindrances.
Felts.
ory, go to the Clovis Commercial Monday, with Miss Viola Giant time as the status of such off- city. Saturday and resumed his
Congregation. Land
Song,
College. Catalogue on applica- as Teacher. The attendance is icers has been considered and de- journey to the coast, which is
of centipedes an' cactus
Benediction.
1.
Land of chapparall an' gol
tion.
good and it is expected the 3 termined by the United States his destination, the following
H. L. Studevant,
" day. Myers tarted from RoTake me back to dear New Mexmonths session will be of great District Court of New Mexico.
Master of Ceremonies.
s.
u.
ico,
you
Commissioners Acts benefit to the children of this lo
will see chester, New York, on Oct. 16
From the above
Chairman Music Com. Presbyteyou
Let me die there when I'm old
to per- and had been on the road 60 days
empowered
are
that
Valid.
are
compelled
cality
who
have been
Mrs. Hochenhull.
rian church,
to be out of some time. Miss form all official acts until such when arriving in Clovis. He had
CLOVIS news:
Christian church, B. D, Oldham.
time as your successors may be gone through a siege of sickness
The following figures speak House of Representatives, U. S. Grant comes highly recommend- appointed.
in Okla., which delayed him two
ed from her heme in east Texas.
Washington, D. C.
well for the enterprising spirit
Baptist Chucrh.
Very
respectfully,
weeks and except for that,
January 26, 1912.
that characterizes tne people of
Joe Fuller has been engaged
11 a
R. A. Prentice, Register.
in.
at
K'omilnr
services
would have made the journey in
Sir:-We
Dear
vt
moving the house he purchased
Sunday the best state in the Union. On
V. Gallegos Receiver.
N.
breaking time. He carrecord
and 8:00 p. m. every
have received many of D. Kennedy this week. This
Januarv 10th, ihe Clovis Combag with views and
small
a
regard
ries
Bible school 9:45 a. m.
to
in
the
communications
College had an enrollwill add greatly to the improvePrayer meeting ever: Wed- - mercial
he has met
of
individuals
names
legality
United
acts
of
of
Harness,
Plow
the
chains
trace
ment of 14; by January 26th
ments on Mr. Fuller's land.
nesday 8 p. m.
in
taking
Commissioners
States
from
this he
route
en
and
aside
,
Milliren-BuchanaOO
n
Liitit: vveie oo siuuenis anu a land proofs. All will be seen by
Mrs. E. H Clawson one of the and collars, at
every lli
meets
Ladies Aid
nothing which would
possesses
Hdw. Co.
week later the enrollment reach- the enclosed communication from well known pioneers of this loThursday 2 p. m.
aid him in making the journey.
46.
ed
the Commibioner of the General cality was out from Clovis the
S. B. Calloway, Pastor.
He left Rochester with the inNotes of Interest to All
Watch these figures too: After Land Office, the office of the latter part of the week apd
tention of arriving in San Fran
but one week's study under Pro- court commissioner has been ab spent several days with Mr.' The cold strikes up through a cisco, by the middle of Feb. and
Methodist Church
fessor Hoering, who is recog- olished, and all their acts are Clawson on the homestead.
mattress that just rests on had he done so would have re
Washington and GidJings Sts
as one of the most rapid nugatory, and although the offi
nized
springs,
and makes one cold in ceived a good purse; as it is he
showed
William H. Eshleman
Columbus A. Clark, Pastor.
Com
ces
United
the
of
States
Lay one or two will receive only a small sum.
short
nigl..
hand
bed
in
writers
at
country,
the South
the faith he has in this
Phone 75.
probably
missioners
vaca
were
west,
one
pupil
newspaper over Myers states that he is making
of
thicknesses
who
2
by
purchasing a
knew absosection of
Sunday School 9:30 A. M.,
lutely nothing about shorthand ted upon the admission of New land from the Cox brothers, the the springs; this will keep out this ocean to ocean jaunt as a
Fred G, Belschner, Supt.
when she enrolled in the College Mexico as a state, they are still land is situated five miles east the cold and save the mattress kind of preliminary and that he
Junior League 3 P. M., Mrs. acquired a speed of 45 words in regarded for the purpose of tak- of Clovis, the consideration being from wear.
expects to break the record the
L. E. Tripp, Supt.
a minute in taking test sentences ing land proofs as de facto offic- $1500.00 with no improvements
Being alone in the house, and next time he covers the route.
Epworth League 6:30 P. M., from dictation. Skeptics
ials and will be allowed to take
inis
Mr. Eshleman
to speak of.
are
hearing burglars down stairs, a
Aarl E. Forbes. President.
vited to attend the speed tests, proofs until such time as the U considered a man of good busi- woman had the presence of
See us about Harness and
Woman's Missionary Council which occur at 11:30 every morn- nited States Judge for the State ness judgement, has farmed his
mind to take a large paper bag,
is appointed and
New
Mexico
of
each Wednesday at 3 P. M. , Mrs. ing, and bring along
Harness
Goods.
land for five years and his move blow fit full of air, then break it
their stop
I). D. Swearingin, President.
Mrs.
has been on the
Kunz
watches and see the actual thing qualified.
will
serve on the wall of the stairs.
Misin buying more land
Prayer and social meeting each done. Another student,
We would appreciate it if you
but is reportweek
list
sick
this
with
as indication of the value with taking the loud report for a
Wednesday evening at 7:30. A but a slight knowledge
would give this letter publicity
to
up
around.
ed
and
be
Curry
anothhold
of
which old residents
pistol shot, the robbers fled.
service for all the people, led by er system before she decided on as many settlers who live a dis- county land.
FOR SALE - Two good gasTake care that none of the
tance
offices or
a layman,
from
the
land
the
Isaac
Pitman
system
as
The land is in good shape for soapy water from the house gets oline engines. Inquire at this
The public cordially invited to
taught
the
Clovis Commercial County seats will be saved the plowing since the recent snows into the milk fed the hogs. Al- office.
at
attend these services.
College, and which has been pro-- i time and expense of going be- and thaw and every one is jiibi-an- t most sure to cause bowel trouble.
The tastily designed little Cathven beyond any doubt to be the fore said land officials in order to
prospects
olic
a
Brethren's Church.
of
church is now nearing comwith
the
Don't "flare up" like a badly
make either their filings or final
bumper crop next year, The trimmed lamp. The man who pletion and when finished will
Services at the Brethren' most rapid system in the world, proofs.
crops in this locality will be of a keeps cool always has the better be one of the prettiest churches
church on West Grand Ave. acquired a speed of 92 words a
Respectfully yours,
minute on familiar matter after
mixed variety this year, as it of the argument.
in town.
each Lord's Day.
George Curry,
taking
less
than
two
at
weeks
to
proven
entire
not
been
has
Sunday School at 10 a
m.
H. B. Ferguson.
the College. Out of seven world
A. J. Rodes, Supt.
Members
of Congress. satisfaction of every one that
records for speed five of the reany one crop pays better than
Preaching 11a. m.
cords were made with the Isaac
The crops were fair
Rev. E. J. Bulgin will Con- the others.
Christian Wdrkers meeting Pitman system.
last year and as a result the acre
duct Revival Services
7:30 p m
Judging by the rapid increase
age will be increased this year.
some time the churches of
For
1'reaching 8:30 p m.
in the enrollment during the
Joe Fuller and wife spent the
&
C. H. Brown, Pastor. past three weeks, the College the city have been planning to Thursday evening at the home
hold a union revival service. At
of John and Frank Magee and
the pastors meeting the matter report a pleasant evening.
has been discussed, and the pasDay Phone 14.
Night Phone 38.
tors agreed upon Rev. E. J. Bulgin to conduct the services.
mm
Forbes Make Good.
Rev. G. D. Crawford, secreEarl E. Forbes, one of the
tary of the Ministeral Association staff of the Clovis National Bank
has been in correspondence with is to be commended on the reRev, Bulgin, and this week re- sults accomplished as solicitor of
Funeral Director and Bmbalmers
ceived a letter from him saying subscriptions for the Youths
HAS CHANGED. Call 85 or E. T. Jernigan & Co.
Fine Ambulance
thai he would give Tucumcari a Companion. While Forbes has
Jewelry Store Instead of 3ol.
date next spring. He was not had an uphill climb as most any
Whn You Want a Transfer Call us
able to announce the exact date, subscription solicitor can vouch
Night Phone 235
Day Phone 211
but Rev. Crawford expects to be for, still he informs us that al- Clovis, New Mexico
Postoffice Box 544
he has worked only at
able to give the date to the j
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Embalmer
Undertaker
Manager Clovis Cemetery

The Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Company

Davidson's Transfer Co.
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About Homestead

derits grant, though designating
the wrong act of Congress. "It

Laws.

is sim ply a

to permit a proper designation
of the act under which the right
can properlp be based." According!" the claim of Neblett was
rejected and the selection of the
company allowed to stand intact
it being found on further
that the selection was
properly made under the act of

Curing of Laches, Legal
Presumption.
In Frank A. Norton vs. Philip
Cases (serial 01000, Chamberlain, South Dakota), the Interior
Department held under date of
Jauuary 26, 1910, that laches
might be cured six years after
entery. Entry was made Dec.
4, 1902. and contest for abandonment filed November 28, 1908,
"but notice was not served upon
defendant until December 4, 1908'
when he was at breakfast with
his wife upon the land. It appears, therefore, that notice of
contest v. as not served upon the
defendant until he had cured his
laches by continuous residence
upon the land for a period of at
least three months prior to service of notice of said contest.
There was still sufficient time
left within which defendant
could submit commutation proof
and it appears he has made application to submit such proof.
There was no attempt to show
that defendant went upon his
land with any knowledge of said
contest, and in the absence of
such showing it must be presumed that the defendant went
upon his land with the intention
to making that his bono fido residence and to comply with the
law and inasmuch as this was
done prior to the initiation of
contest against his entry, his default was cured prior to the filing of said contest."
Accordingly both decisions below were reversed and the contest dismissed.

Jund

In the case of Edward A. Miner vs. Bridget Artery (Billings,

Montana, serial 0536) both local
and General Land Office dismissed the contest upon the grounds
that Miss Artery's expenditure
of $700 on the claim indicated
good faith, and that all of her
absences were in pursuit of a living. But upon further appeal,
First Assistant Secrary Pierce
held on October 15, 1909, that as
the largest item of cost was her
traveling expenses to and from
the City of Butte, that as Miss
Artery was only on the land a
few days at a timt, and that as
she followed the same employment or occupation she had before her entry. "Improvements
no matter how extensive and expensive, do not take the place of
residence, which is a prime and
essential requisite of the homestead law. Establishment of
residence contemplates and ne
the change or abandonment of the home or domicil elsewhere. It is not sufficient to say
that the claim is the home, nor
is it sufficient that there may
be a present intention to at some
future time make the land a
home. To entitle one to a homestead under the law there must
be a combination of intent and
action from the beginning and
which continues during the statutory period allowed for earning
the land." Accordingly both
decisions below were reversed
and the entry held for cancella-

Application.
In the case of Effie M. Walker
Ried, A. O. Stanger, Transferee
serial 03934, Pierre, S. D., the
General Land office rejected the
proof and held the entry for can
cellation. But by decision of
July 9, 1910, First Assistant Secretary Pierce reversed this de
cision; ruling that since the
resided upon the land
for two months continuously, at
the time of establishment, then
taught school for a living, maintained residence from each Friday night until Monday morning,
submitted commutation proof because of bad health, had the
housejwell furnished, sold it from
the land after proof solely because parts of it were stoldn during an epidemic of thieving in
the neighborhood, broke and
cropped five acres, and since
'their were no evidence of bad
faith, the Government had failed
to make out a case and patent
should issue.
By Dertmental decision of July 8th, 1910 in the case of St.
Louis, iron Mountain and Southern Railway Company vs. J. E.
Neblett (Camden, Arkansas, List
B), the General Land Office action was reversed; it being held
that since Neblett's timber and
stone application was for an excessive amount, 320 acres, was
not in duplicate, and was unaccompanied by any tender of fees,
it was a mere nullity; and that
since the railroad company had
prior to said application made
proper selection of the land un- -

Model

27

tion.
Upon motion

for review of
this decision the Department on
June 27, 1910, vacated it and
dismissed the contest, because
of her improvments, the lack of
any bad faith shown, and her
refusal to sell the land on request.

orders for Imple-mhnrepairs with us,
Buchanan Hdw. Ceo.

Leave

A Vandal Declaration.
"I do not think I will ever visit Europe again," remarked a
patient looking man.
"Why so?" asked his friend.
"O, I get tired of looking at
antiques and curious things and
fine paintings. I suppose they
are all done by hand and are the
work of art but a moving picture
machine can clean up several
times that amount of work and
make it twice as interesting.
N. B. The Lyceum is putting
on some extra fine films this
week. Go and be convinced.
George Haigh left for Benton
Washington, Wednesday,
where he will engage in the well
drilling business.
FOR RENT-Mod- ern
6 room
City,

house.

Close in.
has. E. Dennis,
Rear 1st Nat. Bank.
i
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Mrs. Stella Dormat

visit witn ner sister, Mrs
Jernigan.

rnnd If Mrs. Jolly has returndd from
liort a short visit with relatives in
:. T.
Mehose.

We receive Cream on
Thursday of each week.
A.

J. Rodes &

Co.

Mr. Grady Brogotti who is employed at the firm of N. B. Morris, will leave Friday, for Tenn.,
where he will reside permanent- ly.

W. B. Buchanan of the firm
The Clovis Commercial College
of Milliren and Buchanan reseveral new latest moinstalled
turned this week from Dallas.
10
Remington
and Underdel
Texas, where he has been visitTypewriters.
wood
ing relatives for several weeks.
9
The enrollment up to date at
Secure your seats now for the
boxing bout Friday night, Feb- the College is 40. Watch us
ruary 9th. They are selling at grow.
the Southwestern Drug.Store.
Mr. W. T. Knight returned to
Slaton
iter a short visit with
Mrs. J. R. Waker will leave
relatives
and friends.
Friday for a short visit in Texas
after which she will join her
The Basket Ball game between
husband at their future home in the College boys and the High
Tenn. Mr. Walker has been in school boys was a decided victothe grocery business for several ry for the boys of the Collegp.
years and the people of Clovis Both teams played hard and a;
regret very much to lose these a whole the game was very clean
estimable people.
and fair. The line ups were as
Edmondson,
The Davidson's Transfer Co. follows: College
will do your moving, just call
The Philathea Pie Supper at
85 or 152 and make your wants the Methodist church last Friday
known, they will do the rest.
night was a hugh success.
Mr. Thomas returned toSlaton
Claim to Lease-W- ill
lease my
after a short business trip and claim situated 2 miles south
and
visit with friends in Clovis.
1 mile east of Clovis.
70 acres
We make a specialty of hail- broke.
Will let out on crop
baggage and express. Our shares. Induire at office.
ing
These are qualities your furniture must
office
phone is 85, residence
W. J. Curren.
possess and low price too must be a consider152.
phone
Davidson's Transation.
fer Company.
Only well known dependMr. Beck came in on the noon able Implements sold by us
These qualities our Furniture and
train Monday
after several see us before you buy., Mipossess to the very greatest deon business afmonths
absence
gree and they are low priced.
lliren -- Buchanan Hdw. Co.
fairs.
So whatever your home demands just re
Mr. J. O. Morgan came to Clomember that this store has the wherewithal
Program at the Lyceum.
vis Monday to spend a few days
to meet these demands.
with his family here.
We are running Motion picIn the transfer business, our tures that have been approved
Quality goods quantity goods -- style of
idea of giving satisfaction is to by the National Board of Censorgoods reasonably priced and that we will
haul what you have to haul where ship. Program changed daily.
gladly arrange terms of payment to meet
you want it hauled and when
Special attractions booked in
your requirements on whatever the home deyou want it hauled See? David- advance: Feb
course;
mands.
son's Transfer Co. Phone 85.
Feb. 8- - Santa Fe Entertainment;
Are you not coming tomorrow to let us
Mrs. Mary Lyons who has been Feb. 5
round Scientific boxvisiting her daughter for sever- ing bout; Feb. 16- - "The Man on
satisfy these demands?
al months, returned to her home the Box Co." Feb. 19-- Albert
Taylor Co. in two unique plays.
in North-easter- n
Kansas.
Dr. and Mrs. W. M. Kennedy "My Father's Son" and "The
have moved from Mrs. Chap-man- s Wolf."
to the other side of the
building in the rooms formerly
Huiskamp's
occupied by H. G. Corrs.
Mr. J. Morris has two visitors
this week from his home town.
M
Judge and Mrs. H. D. Terrell
have moved from the rooms over
the Clovis National Bank to the
Reidoria hotel.
Mr. Fred Triplett has returned
from El Paso after a short visit
with friends and relatives.
C. S. H1TZHUGH, Manager
Mr. Gentry Edmonson, Chief
Clerk to W. V. Davis, store
These shoes are equal to any $6.00
$0.00 shoes on the market.
Tltev
keeper, has gone to Newton, and
look as well are Just as stylish ami
wear
only
cost
13.00
well
as
I3.K0
and
prelimigood
will
be
There
Kansas, to accompany his wife for ladles' and $4.00 for men's. With
every
you
of
pair
these
shoes
Ket
Lyceum
naries at the ,
Theatre home, who has been visiting her calendar on, which you mark the datea
you began to wear them when t
before the main boxing bout be- parents.
worn out count up the days of
The Ladies Aid of the Baptist tween Mr. Winters of Raton,
you have had and you will never
service
Miss Mildred Lauer has been Rfraln buy anything
hut Calendar Shoes.
will gife a silver Tea at the and the "Whirlwind Indian,"
quite sick for .the past week but
home of Mrs. Milliren on Wed- Bennie Pappan of Tulsa. Okla.
T.
& Co.
is now rapidly recovering.
nesday afternoon.
Come and
If you want anything hauled
help the ladies.
any
where, any time, call DavidReming
For Sale. First-classon's Transfer Co., phone 85 or
ton typewriter in perfect condi- see him
at E. T. Jernigan's
tion. Inquire at this office.
Jewelery store.
The Crescent hotel is now
Mr. M. W. Johnson arrived in
open and ready for business.The
town
with his family last Tueshouse has been overhauled and
day
and
is busily engaged in opremodled throughout and is now
ening
his
new store in Clovis.
one of the best, if not the best
is now open and has
This
store
house in
all around boarding
very
departments:
three
essential
Clovis. The genial Dug HamBakery
Grocery,
Meat mar
and
mond, its proprietor, is now
look after
will
Mr.
ket.
Stockard
BEWARE OF SUDDEN ATTACKS
ready to accomodate the public
grocery
department,
the
while
MAY PROVE DEADLY.
THAT
and solicits a share of your trade.
our old time friend, Mr. Nelson,
YOU CAN SOON REPEL THE
See the scientific boxing bout will do the meat cutting. With
at the Lyceum Theatre, Friday, this array of competent caterers
MOST DANGEROUS WITH
February 9th, Winters vs. Pap-pa- handling the essentials of life,
Clovis can have no fear of going
F. M. Knight of Melrose, was hungry. Don't forget the name
in Clovis Wednesday attending and place when you need anyto some land matters. While thing in their line.
THE MOST INFALLIBLE CURE FOR
here Mr, Knight exprejsed himWinters vs. Pappan will meet
self as having great faith in the on the mat at the Lyceum Theafuture of his home town and in tre for a 15 round scientific boxthe immediate development of ing bout Friday night February
the surrounding country by
AND ONLY RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
9th.
In regard to their beet
The W. C. T. U. meets Monaugat factory and irrigation
project Mr. Knight speaks with day, February 5th, with Mrs.
PRICE 50c AND $1.00
mm SOLD AND GUARANTEED BY
great pride as he says he thinks Ella Johnson. Everybody invit- it a sure go this time.
ALL DRUGGISTS.
d
j
..

Furniture

Possessing Quality, Artistic In Design and Yet Most
Reasonably Priced.

House-furnishin-
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The Kitchen to Parlor Store

Shoes
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DR. KING'S
NEW DISCOVERY

COUGHS AND COLDS
WHOOPING COUGH

irri-gatro-

li.

THROAT AND LUNGS

H

expected to make their wants
and needs known. So more
should be said and done toward
expressing the public sentiment
in regard to making the homestead laws more lenient on the
settler.
Purely no argument ran be
brought against this, unless by
some shortsighted person who is
afraid some one will prove up
and leave the country and thereby buy their bacon and calico
elsewhere.
Let him prove np
and leave before he jyoes broke
and can't leave. Whats a man
with no money and no employ
ment worth to a country or
town? What kind of an adver- tisment for the country is he
when he and family go back to
their native home, without a
penny, without clothes enough
to keep them warm, etc., and as
the laws are now, often without
a deed to their homesteadno
thing but a memory of years of
hardship. Do you suppose that
fellow is going to have'any good
word to give our fair land? Do
you think he is going to advise
his friends to go out west and
file on a homestead? Not likely.
Make the laws easier, give the
settler more freedom and give
the homeless an opportunity to
get theirhomes with less expense,
trouble and worry. Fix it so
the "Free" homes will not be so
costly and the word "Free" will
not be so misleading. Of course
some few will prove up sooner
and probably leave the country,
but should the homestead laws
be made easier, for every one
that left there would be two
come. And those few who did
leave Would not leave with a
grudge against the country and
instead of knocking would be
boosting. And when conditions
existed that enabled the settler
to make money farming his
claiming he would most surely
law in some manner that will farm it and he would not have
make it easier for the home- to be compelled by law to live
steader to secure title to his
land. Too much cannot be said
or done along this line as every
citizen of the new state should
be interested in this matter and
do all in their power to help the
cause. Our laws are intended to
be made, and enforced in a way
that is" of most benefit to the
general public but the public is

Easier Homesteads

Notice to Homesteaders.

Compare your proof notice
No nfster, who has withstood
with your papers. Look them
hardships of five years in a
le
over each wrek, an type somettle
shack out on the plains of
drops
out. We'rs careful
times
w Mexico, will disagree with
as wo ran be, hut four eyes are
better than two Ofcnure'ho
serial number will he new. you
muft trust us for that
tune on a homestead from five
to three years and to allow the
Notic
homesteader to leave his claim
for; six months out of the yeur in
order to earn enough money to
improve it and to support himself and family.
As the best lands of the nation already have been
rCormick,
Joseph A. MH'orml
and as the farmers in
r. N. M.
John
Stanford.
the southwest who homesteaded
William E. Rood of Bl
Arthi
must usually learn an entire new
system of farming, the more
Notice For Publication
liberal the provisions of the
Nan cnsl land,
irtmrnt of the Interior Unltsfl Stnts Inrul homestead act are made, the
New Mexico, Dec
at Fort Sumner,
better it will be for all concernJohn S
who on ed,,. The onljr thing that should
Adair. of
June 20.
It
irthewtt quarter seetlon 10 be guarded against is to prevent
aerial No. 0581
township
nor
njre 8T oast. New Mexico
prlnolpal merit'
as Aled notice of Intention speculators from getting hold of
to make final c
ta proof, to establish claim public domain
under the home
rlbed before Wm. J. Curren
to the land alxiv
nlaeloner at his office in
United State
community wants
No
act.
on the 5th day of February stead
Clovis, New M
1912
except by
homesteaded
its lands
Claimant namea as witness ea:
Wallor B
WillL.m P. Curtis. Homor H. Hal
will prowho
bonafide
farmers
Cramer, John T. Curtis, all of Clovis, N M
Arthur E. Curren.
duce something besides second
mortgages.
Notice of Contest.
The basic intent of the homeSerial No. 0MT7. Con tee t 9OT.
Department of the Interior. United Staten stead act was to permit the poor
Office. Fort Snmnrr. N. M. Nov. 20. 1811.
To Clarence Cuobauah. of Blacktower. N. M. man o get a home on the land.
Contacts:
You are hereby notfled that Loma Drnbar Under the nresent act it is often
who gives 8t. Vraln. New Mexico an hla
a man
addrena did on November O. 1911 Mo In this a gamble as to whether
office his duly corroborated application to constarves
he
prove
up
can
before
test and secure the cancellation of your homestead entry No. 08196 serial no. 0227) made to death or loses his claim while
Sept. 4. 1907 for southwest quarter, section 10,
living.
N. M. P. trying to earn a
town hip 2, nofth. rne 33 east,
Meridian, and as ground- for his contest he alWhile the merits of the case
Guebaug-hhas
leges that claimant Clarence
are not as yet fully developed,
never maintained a residence on nor cultivated
and will not be until the comthe land.
You n:e. therefore, further notified that the plete
text of the new bill is
said ulVirations will be taken by this office as
having best) confess! by vou. and vour said en- known,
still one thing stands
try will be kneeled thereunder without your
that no man should
further fHiht to he heard therein, either before
In
file
from $2,000 to
.(lii
you
this
to
have
fall
have
o
to
appeal.
If
on
or
this
office within twenty days after the fourth pubdare take his
he
$5,000
before
lication .f this notice, at shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting; and family on a homestead
responding" to these alienations of contest, or if
Morning Journal.
you fail to file within that time to file in this of.
copy
has there been
of
nerved
Never
before
a
you
have
proof
flee due
that
your answer on the said contestant either in so much said and written in reperson or by registered mail. If this service is
mad by th delivery of a copy of your answer gard to revising the homestead

ity Meat Market
IIOUKHRO

We keep constantly
on hand all kinds of

...Fresh and Cured Meats...

V

C

Reg-late-

H

"V-.r- .!

post-offic-

e

.

ore-emine- nt

claim.--Albuquer-

to the contestant In person, proof of such service must he either the said contestant's written
acknowledgment of hla receipt of the copy,
showing the date of its receipt, or the affidavit
of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy waa delivered:
if made bv registered mail, proof of eueh service must constat of the affidavit of the person
by whom th copy waa mailed stating when and
the post office to which it was mailed sud this
affidavit mtuv b accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for the letter.
You rhould state In your answer the name of
the post off Ice to which you desire futire notices to be sent to you.
Arthur E. Curren. Register
Date of first publication November 780. 19U.
December
second
" third
December 14
" I fourth
December 21

Notice for publication.

que

to
make final commutation proof to establish claim to land above described before
Wm. J Curren U S Commissioner in his office
at Clovls, N.M. on the 7th day of February 1912.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Francis M. Rose. Roscoe Smith, both of
Haac. N. M.. Luther P. Carrtea, Augustu Kos
both of Claud. N.M.
Arthur K. Cur
Reginte

WILLIAMS

H. W.
Attorneys-- a
Clov s

:

:

Money Talks
e
When prosperity is the
increased deposits
in JEs Bank prove that
prosperity is here again.
Are you sharing in it? If
not. it is. possibly because
you are not doing business
in a business way.
We suggest that you open
an account with us. Our
officers will gladly show you
the benefit of such an acsub-jecth-

tion.

American Bank
& Trust Company
CAPITAL $30,000.00

CLOVIS.

N. MEXICO

there either, as common sense
and reason would teach him to
go where he could make the best
and easiest living.-- - Ex.
Melrose After Sugar

Beet Factory.
An irrigation and sugar beet
meeting was held at Melrose
Saturday afternoon for the purpose of getting land signed up

THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP
C. E. JUSTUS Proprietor
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths
112

1--

2

South Main St.

on the sugar beet and irrigation
deal. Up to that time not enough
land had been contracted for to
insure the building of the facto-

ry and it seems as though the
signed up at that meeting
was to decide whether or not the
factory would be built.
The Melrose people responded
responded in a way that looked
like they meant business. Every
one, with but very few exceptions, worked for the proposition
in a way that got results, and a
large amount of land was signed
up; more than was required to
guarantee the factory. It is not
definitely settled yet where it
will be built but the Melrose people have much confidence in
themselves in bringing it there.
Melrose has a bunch of fine
business men and farmers, people who are wide awake to anything that would be of benefit to
their town and country and we
are sure that if energy and hard
work will land this factory, Melrose will get it.

Notice.
In the Probate Court of
curry county new mexico
in the matter of a. r.
LEMOINE. OECFASEh.

Notice is hereby given, that
letters of administration on the
estate of A. R. LeMoine, deceased, were granted to the undersigned by the probate court, of
Curry Couuty, New Mexico on
the 2nd day of January A. D. 1912.
having claims
Ail persons
against said estate are required
to exhibit the same to the undersigned at his efftee in Clovis,
New Mexico for allowance, within on year after the date of
this publication with necessary
vouchers, or they will be forever precluded from any benefit of said estate, or said claims
may be fiied in said Probate
Court.
Dated this 2nd d'ty of January
A. D, 1912.
B. I).
j4-1-

8

Start Right, and Stay

PROFESSIONAL

Non coal land.

Department of the Interior, U S land office at
Port Sumner. N. M Ue. ember 28. 1911
Notice is hereby given that Ida 'Voodtvard,
of Claud. N. M. who on May 9. 1910. made
H. E. aer. No 08031 for northeast quarter,
section 15 township 4 North range 85 vaitt N.
intention
If. P. Meridian baa Mod notice of

-

Telephone No. 33

100 South Main Street

home-steade- d,

New Mex.

Right

J. B, WESTERFIELD
...PHYSICIAN...

1st North of First National Bank.
Phones Office 153, Residence 269

Office

Notice for Publication.
Non coal land.
Department of the Interior. US Land office at
Wt Sumner N.M. Jan. 6. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Robert L. Whi uhoad.
i.mad.
of Clovin
homestead entn
Northwest uuar
rang 36 East
notice of intnti

L. A. DICKMAN, M. D.

cla!
totabllsh
William

before
In his office at C
of February. 19
Claimant name! as witnesses-loss- ,
I ester M. Wood. Thomas
Benjamin V.
Uradiey am CIJ id M. Steed, all of Clovis N. M.
Nt-D- 7
Arthur E Curren. Register

Physician and Surjceon
f. Office

1

Notice of Contest.
Serial No. 07491. Contest 719.
To Frank Muldowney. uf Clovis. N. M., Con-te- a
tee:
You arc hereby notified that Howard W.
Johnson, who gives Clay Center, Nebraska, a hi
poatoitica address, did on April JO. 1911 file in
thia office hi duly corroborated application to
of your
contest and secure the cancellation
homestead entry, aerial no. 07491 made January
1
7, ltlO for sw4 section 14, township
north
range 88 Bast. N. M. P. Meridian,
and a
grounds for hi content he allege that said
Frank Muldowney has never at auy time estab-ishe- d
hla residence on said land.
Yen are, thorefore. further notified that the
said allegation will be taken by this office as
having been confessed by you. and your said
entry will be cancelled thereunder without your
further right to be heard therein, either before
this office or on appeal, If you fail to (lie in this
oiks, within twenty day after the FOURTH
publication of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting
nd
responding Ui these allegations of contest, or if
you fail within that time to file In this ofllw
ue proof that you have served a copy of
your answer on the said contestant either in
parson or by registered mall. If this service is
mads by the delivery of a copy of your
to the contestant in person, proof of such
service must be either the said contestant' x
written ackowludgment of hla receipt of th
copy, h"wing the date of its receipt, or the
of the person by whom the delivery
muting when and where the copy waa delivered: if made by registered mall, proof of suuh
service inunt consist of thu atBdavtt of the person
by Whom i he copy was mailed stating when and
thekjstoilke to which it was mail.;, ami this
ajl'iAivit must be accompanied by the post.
receipt for the letter.
uuvioT-'.-should state In your answer the name of
post office to which you desire future notr im
tice to be sent to you.
Arthur K. Ourrsn, Register.
Date of first publication, December 14. 1911
" second
December
"SI. 1911
Tr
" " third
88. 1911
' fourth
Jan. 4. Wli

Opposite Antlers
Phone 53.

Hotel

Fit Glasses.

Do your banking with the old First
National. We want your business.

Or. D. D. Swearingta
Physician & Surgeon.
1

of

make a specialty of diseases

the eye. ear nose and throat
glasses.

and fitting

McBee Bid., opposite postoffice.
Res. 192.
Office phone 173

DR. W. G. DRAKE
PHYSICIAN

AND SURGEON

Phone itt4
Office

over Skidmore Drug Store

FRANK B. GRANT
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

W

Practice in All Courts
Land Contest Cases Given Special Attention.
Office with J. S. Fitzhugh.

The First National Bank
Of Clovis

Oldham,
Administrator.
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Joy of learn- If the glory of salvation.

Ins, and

cram

Use thick
sauce.

H

H

tC

don't go

to

sMJfcSsl

Boar failure like a man
In sood or evil fortune
Do Just the beat you ran.
Eben K. Rexford.
SOME 8IMPLE DESSERTS.

ELS

himself bestowing some pains
upon the repast prepared for them, does
not deserve to have frlenda.
Brlllat-Savarl-

n

I

time-honore-

Left-over-

ir

4 w

XJ

j.""''"1

Maud-

r

I

rS.

if.

is the tariff board appointed by President Taft, which has Just completed its report on wool for the
of congrees In readjusting the wool schedule. The document Is
comprehensive digest of the difference In the cost of production in this country and abroad. The board members, from left to right are Thomas
W. Page. Alvin 11. Sanders. Henry C. Emery, James B. Reynolds and William M. Howard.
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HERE

ORLEANS LOSES HOPE
hold of those who still retain loyalty
in to a king of France Is found among
the aristocracy, but even there the
Attempt to Form Monarchy.
sentiment is not nearly as strong as It
was a decade or even five yesrs ago.
Royalist Leader Attempts to Recon- The Catholic church has slways been
royalist In its tendencies, but since
cile Few Warring Followers
the separation of .church and Etate this
Care Nothing for RestorInfluence Is not as
as It
ation of Throne.
was
Many officers In the French army
Paris. The royalists, who are al- and perhaps the majority of those
ways fervent In France, although their holding
highest rank In the navy bepolitical Influence ceased to be Im- long to the old nobility
portant long ago, were surprised and but the new generationor aristocracy,
is quickly
rather dismayed to receive from the crowding these representatives
of the
Duke of Orleans an order that he will ancient life of France Into the back
have no direct representative In ground. In spite of the Socialists' efFrance hereafter.
forts to decry militarism, the army Is
The Duke of Orleans, the royalist Intensely loyal to the republic.
pretender to the French throne, of
In a word, the old ghost,
restoracourse, who Is an exile In England, tion of the monarchy, seemstheto be fald
writes an open letter In which he ex- definitely. Therefore the letter of the
pressly says that any one assuming Duke cf Orleans, completely
changing
to be his personal representative will bis paBt plans, awakens Interest only
do so without authority.
among his few followers.
In this way the duke hopes to end
the discord which began several
months ago after he changec his representative here. On the one side Is
,
the newspaper known as Action
of which Leon Daudet Is head;
on the other are individuals who op- Strikes Sea Monster Asleep Off the
pose the militant methods or this newsPacific Coast, But Escapes
paper.
Damage.
In his letter the Duke of Orleans
says he has undertaken to reorganize
Tacoma, Wash. With a mighty
his followers In an effort U decentralthump, that sent Capt. Crosby sprawl-- '
I
ize the royalist movement, as he baa
his deck bouse, and deck
always been opposed to centralisation.
flopping wildly out of the bunks,
The political bureau la suppressed, put the engineer on bis back and set
but delegates will be appointed who, the mechanism shuddering, the tug
by means of committees, will carry on Redondo came to a audden stop near
the light four miles north of the fork
the royalist campaign.
As a matter of fact the cause of the of the Fraser river on the sturdy
Orleatilats, the most important branch trcmp ship's trip here from Vancouof royalism In France, has shuns: to ver, B. C.
a mere shadow. Tourists, particularly
At first Capt. Crosby thought the
Americans, visiting France, are prone tug was aground. But the real reaaon
to ducuss the possibility of the mon- for the big thump and the cessation of
archy some day replacing the present the engines was even more hair raisrepublic. But these discussions spring ing. For it was discovered the
was on tbe back of a whale.
more from romantic speculation than
And it was a whale something more
from ar - knowledge of the situation.
The French republic was never than three times as big as the tug.
stronger, more solidly placed on Its
Capt. Crosby said the sea monster
foundations thau at this moment. The must have been asleep, for otherwise
royalists proclaim themselves openly be would not have lain about In tbe
In the senate and chamber of deputies, deep In that way and got bumped
Whales have been reported as
but their number Is insignificant: they into
fall to hold even the balance of power oxtraordlnarily plentiful off the mouth
when the other parties are closely di- of the Fraser. and constant lookout
was kept for them, but tbe night
vided.
Among tbe working classes no de- was misty and completely
bid the
sire for the restoration of the mon- whopping, napping ocean glanL
archy Is apparent.
Tbe lug smashed into the whale
The last strong

'Pretender" Changes Plans

Rop-ulac- e

g

HAS WORKED

A

Nothing Much.
"I don't know whether I ought te
recognize hli here In the city or not.
Our acquaintance at the seashore was
very slight."
"You promised to marry him. did
you not?"
"Yes; but that was all."

FULL CENTURY

Coloradan Retires at Age 114 Said
to Be Nation's Oldest Msn Wanted to Retire With (100,000.
Junction,

"Cherokee
said to be one
hundred and fourteen years old, and
declared by the United States census
to be the oldest man In America, has
announced that he will retire.
"One hundred years of work la
enough for any man," said Bill. "I
wanted to retire with (100,000 to my
credit, an average of $1,000 for every
year of my life, but I cannot make
Grand

Bill." an

Indian-negro-

Col.

,

IfHe

Is reputed to have 800 pounds
of gold cached away In biding places
about the little shack which he calls
home. His gold, according to estimates. Is worth between $76,000 and
$80,000. His fortune has been made
within the last fifteen years from gold

raining In Leadvllle, Cripple Creek
and along the Grand river. Tbe only
name by wblcb be has ever been
known In this part of the country Is
"Cherokee Bill."

Tug Hits Whale During Fog

Fran-caise-

Ro-don-

Clever Russian Swindler

s

one-hal-

Those Dear Girls.
am told I got my good
looks from my mother.
Ethol I wouldn't repeat that If
t were you.
Maud Why not?
Ethe- l- People will think your moth- -

K

diplomatic. A farmer out
dish of roast pig
wmi unfit tn keen himself aup- Is Berved during the cold weather, as yiieu with coal by making faces at the
pork is best served in the winter engineer as the train went by.
months.
USING UP LEFT-0VERRoast Pig. A pig for this purpose
should not be over four weeks old,
s
are like the poor, "always
and should not be kept more than
the problem how to
and
us."
with
two or three days after It Is killed.
and
appetizing
into
them
convert
The skin of a larger pig will not dea constant one.
velop that desirable crackle which Is wholesome dishes isseason,
after the
Especially at this
one of the charms of the roast.
entertainments,
and
holiday
dinners
The pig is usually stuffed with a
left that Is too
poultry stuffing, though some like rice there Is always muchaway.
He Got Insurance Money by Fraud-No- w
The questhrown
and cheese. The fore legs are skew- good to be
St. Petersburg Police Have
housekeepsome
economy
of
ered forward and the hind legs back. tionable
Him in Custody.
to save
careful
most
ers,
who
are
The mouth ts fastened open with a
food aud convert it
of
particle
every
piece of wood or a cob. and when it
St. Petersburg.
A widespread Bwln
pains and expense Into
is served the traditional apple Is used with great
the orig- die effected by fictitious life Insurance
more
than
cobI
which
dishes
In Its place. The ears are protected
conoperations has just been discovered
strongly
with buttered paper while It is roast- inal, cannot be too
police
Tbe
and brains by tbe St. Petersburg
sense
Common
demned.
ing. The oven should be moderately
chief figure is Siglsmund Hoplavsky.
mixing food.
hot, and basting often Improves the must be used In
Turkey Soup. The carcass of the son of an Insurance agent. He has
roast. The time for roasting Is about
turkey
makes a finely flavored soup. owned to frauds on the New York
three hours
cover with cold Life, the Urbalne and the Kertcb InRoast Goose. A young or green Break the honesanyand
Poplavsky rebits of meat that surance companies.
goose Is recognized by Its pliable yel- water, adding
slowly to the boil- ceived a high school education in his
Bring
may
be
left.
low feet and its tender windpipe. As
two hours. native town of Ttflis snd started
it grows older the down on Its legs ing point and simmer
with swindling early. He got appointed to
season
and
fat
disappears and the feet become dark- Strain, remove
the traffic department or the Vladlkav-kaA few pieces of celiiepper.
and
salt
er In color. The skip is so fat and
railroad and there sold six wagon-loi.dsoup while
the
to
may
ery
be
added
greasy that a warm soda bath and a
of wheat belonging to a shipflavor.
for
onion,
of
a
slice
cooking,
or
good scrubbing Is necessary to preper He was indicted und bis mother
and
bread
using
ways
stale
of
The
pare It before It is drawn.
The crumbs may bailed him out. giving bim the title
When the goose is drawn. wah cake ore legion. fowl
or for breading deeds of an estate she owned as sestuffing
for
make
quickly In clear witter and wipe dry.
He sold the ball security and
for pud- curity
croquettes,
crumbing
or
chops
Roast like a turkey, pouring off the
hid In the Caucasus
numa
cakes,
such
fat from the pan. Serve with glblet dings and griddle
His first experiment In fraudulent
crumb
sauce, made by adding to a brown ber of things that nsver a It Is to life Insurance was a dozen years ago
away unless
thrown
be
should
gravy the liver, heart and gizzard
He Insured himself with the Urbalne
fed the hungry birds.
company for 15,000 rubles. The folchopped fine after boiling tender.
of
pint
a
Buckwheat Cakes. Pour
Stuffing for Goose. Use hot masbed
lowing year a very sick man presenta third of a cup
potato highly seasoned with salt, pep- scalded milk over
ed himself at tbe Pskof office of the
let stand thirty
and
crumbs
of
bread
company, far away from where the
per and parboiled onions or onion
of
teaspoonful
half,
a
add
Juice Moisten with one tablespoonful minutes; a yeas: cake which has been policy was taken out. and duly paid
showed all the
of butter and the yolk of an egg to salt and
water, then add the premlt
i
documents of
acb cup of potato. Sprinkle a little softened In lukewarmto make a thin bat-to- r passport id
enough
buckwheat
Poplavsky
ilck man, wh
sage over the potato. If liked.
In
night;
over
rise
to pour. Lei
Fediounln. d
trua name
Steamed Apple Pudding Slice tart
well and add a taPoplav
had taken
and
apples into a deep dish Cover with the morning beat
and a fourth other's tden
the Ipsura
a light bread dough Into which has blespoonful ofofmolacres
In two
dissolved
sods
a
teaspoon
of
policy. Still
been worked a largs spoonful of but- tablespoonfuls of water
be went to
ter. 8et Ir. s warm place for an hour,
191
9 In
spent tbe
f
then lilt the edge and add
Ith the
Insured as
pint of boiling water, according tc tha
The

following:

L

suit

Often the word simple doeB not Imply Inexpensive, as a simple gown may
be one of much cost: a simple dish
may be of few ingredients yet quite
expensive. The following Is both
cheap and simple when eggs are
plenty:
Sponge Pudding. Stir a third of a
cup of flour Into a cup of milk until
smooth. Set In boiling water and
cook When cool add a half teaspoon
of melted butter and the yolks of three
eggs well beaten, with a fourth of a
cup of sugar. Cut and fold in the
whites of the eggs beaten stiff, and
after flavoring to taste set In a pan of
water and bake twenty minutes. Serve
with hard sauce. Prepare the sauce
by creaming four tablespoonfuls of
butter and add a half cup of sugar
and a teaspoonful of boiling wattr;
flavor with grated nutmeg aiid chill
before serving. Powdered sugar makes
the sauce more smooth and creamy
Cavendish Pudding. Put a cup of
stele bread crumbs to soak in a pint
of cold milk, let stand for half an
hour. Beat two eggs slightly, put In
a layer of bread crumbs In a greased
mold, then some fried fruit and bits
of butter; mix a half cup of sugar and
some of the milk and the eggs with a
little flavoring and pour over, steam
one and a half hours. Serve with any
desired liquid sauce. Lemon Is particularly good.
Fig Cups. This Is a most delicious
dessert and sounds extravagant, but
a half a
will not prove so. Take
pound of pulled figs, stesm them until
tender in a sieve over water; cut a
small opening In the side and fill with
chopped salted almonds. Prepare a
sauce of a half cup of orange Juice, a
tablespoonful of lemon Juice and a
half cup of sugar; when hot drop in
the figs and simmer until 'thoroughly
cooked. Serve cold with unsweetened
whipped cream.
When serving hot ginger bread for
dessert, apple sauce Is a fine accompaniment, or seasoned cream cheese
mixed with a little grated rich American cheese and molded tn green peppers, then when well chilled slice In
small slices and serve with the ginger bread or with crackers and coffee
WHO receives friends without as dessert

SEASONABLE DI8HE8.

Lies.
If there really
Ves Indeed. A
offhand ars the
;
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any price. It
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'D GROCERS.

WINTER BREAKFASTS.
There are those who will say that
they want an egg. a piece of toast or
two, a slice of bacon and a cup of coffee, without variation, throughout the
cold months.
The breakfast
table
should never be no fixed In Idea that
one may not. look for a little change
In some families the buckwheat cake
Is In constant demand from December
until Apr'l. The luickwhest cake Is
a perfectly good cake, but we all
know when we have enough. To most
cooks and housekeepers the breakfast.
If any variety and study ts put Into Its
menus. Is the most difficult of the day.
for appetites are at the lowest ebb and
need to be coaxed by appetizing and
dainty food.
fortunately for those who are not
blessed with a large amount of worldly goods to expend upon the table,
fruits and foods that are cheap and
Oranges
good are easily prepared.
are now reasonable and will be cheaper; grape fruit Is never very cheap
fruit, but It Is so agreeable for the
breakfast table that It should be used
as often as possible. When three can
be bought for a quarter, they may not
be called too much of a luxury.
An orange, an apple or half a
grape fruit Is a most gratifying beginning to a breakfast.
There Is such a variety of ways of
cooking breakfast eggs that the
poached, fried and "cooked In the
shell" should be varied, often.
There are any number of omelets,
which may be served plalsi nr with
auoes, then a very nice egg dish. Is
one In which the eggs are baked with
a tablespoonful of cream In small
ramekins.
Griddle cakes may be served In any
number of ways, in combination with
cooked rice, or cereals.
Gems and
muffins are Improved by the addition
of cooked cereal.
The coffee cake and the doughnut are
peclal breakfast cakes. The following recipe Is the
Queen of Doughnuts. Beat together
s
cups
two eggs, add one and
of sugar and beat until the sugar Is
nearly dissolved : add a half teaspoon
of salt, one and a fourth cupfuls of
our milk, a fourth of a cup of sour
cream, a teaspoouful each of soda
end nutmeg, and as little flour as possible to handle. Bet on Ice to chill
and roll out as soft as possible. The
secret of a good doughnut Is frying
them very soft, using very little flour.
When colu shake In a paper bag with
a few tablespoonfuls of powdered
sugar.

i

UT BLUING.

WOOL TARIFF
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Bjfci
and stre nirfh. Ignorance the
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ITS REPORT

York Life for 35.000 rubles and in the
following year he took a man from
the hospital mm was incurably ill and
equipped him with all the Feriounin
papers. Tbe dying man was installed
In
tbe apartment of Poplavsky's
brother, where very soon he died. His
real uame Is so far unknown, but he
wus burled as Fediounln snd onee
again Poplavsky got the insurance
money.
Then Poplavsky married a young
wemati named Smurnoff and forthwith
Insured her with tbe Kertcb company
for 1,1100 rubes. Soon be found a female patient In one of the St. Petersburg hospitals whose case was trope-lesHe i us sble to get her furnished
wltb his wife's civic pupers, and when
she died be collected his wife's lnnui
auce money. She also was burled in
the name of Fediounln. Then he settled In St. Petersburg as Bolesluv
Kuplnaky snd opened a timber business. He tried to tnsure wltb the
company for 25,000 rubles, as
he now admits. Intending to repeat
the swindle that had so far succeeded
But by this time be was being
watched.
The police will exhume his snd his
wife's doubles to try and learn how
they died Tbey believe ihat he had

lie feasy, because the
rn had the effect of
Irlea that would have

Where Ignorance Is Bliss.
"Judging from the way Puffkins
walks, he seems to be well pleased
with himself."
"Just so. And Puffkins never seems
to realize how much he stands alone
tn that particular."
Gathering Data.
"The object of the average explorer
seems to be to acquire enough material for a lecture."
"Yes; that is my wife's aim when
she explores my pockets."
In Chicago.
"Did her husband die or resign?"
"I believe he merely failed of
election."

re-

Makes for Happiness.
"Are they happily married?"
"Very. His lodge night falls on her
literary club ulght."
Constipation causes and aggravates many
serious diseases. It it thoroughly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. Tha favorite family laxative.

About one man In a hundred can
stand prosperity. The other ninety-nin- e
never have a chance to find out
with terrific impact, and as the big whether they can or not
propelfellow struggled, the tug's
ler blades sank Into his sides.
Sore Throat is no trifling ailment. Ik
That put the engine out of commis- will sometimes carry infection to the ensystem through the food vou est.
tire
sion.
Hamlins Wizard Ofl cures Sore Throat.
CapL
tug,"
Crosby,
said
"was
"The
really at the mercy of the big fish for
And the love of money Is also the
several minutes. If be had been in- root of much matrimony ana all aliclined to get mad over bis loss of mony.
sleep and try tossing about a bit he
certainly could have turned tbe
."K DAT
over. But be was apparently a lmiitirlni refund money If It fail, tn curs Tablet.
peacefu' flsh, for, Instead of trying ttEOVB d signature lion oaca box. tto.
to throw us up In tbe air, be only
Some society women are known by
struggled enough to get the propeller
blades out of his ribs and then left us what they waste their affections on.
on the dive.
a

Finds $10,000 In Wooden Leg.
City,
Okla. An old
Oklahoma
wooden leg may not be much of a
legacy, but when It contains $10,000
it certainly Is worth having, thinks
Jacob Randall, a pauper at tbe poor
farm of Canadian county. The leg
was given to him by Alexander P.
Hamilton, a supposed pauper at the
farm. Just before be died a few days
ago.

Randall miei discovered a large
roll of money In the stock of the
ir Hamilton had relaartificial limb
tives they are not known of here.
MAN

71

TO

WED WOMAN

Lewis' Single Binder, exvr.i quality
touts more ttinu other So cigars.

to-

bacco,

Profitable goods are good friends
we dearly tlove to part with.

that

.THE KEYSTONEj
TO HEALTH
IS

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

BITTERS
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Professor H. F. Flsk of Northwestern
University and s Former Pupil
to Marry In Spring.
Evanston. Ill Dr Herbert F. Flsk.
member of the tacully of Northwestern university, and Miss Carla Sargent, formerly a student in one of bts
classes, are to be marrlel next
spring.
Dr Flsk is 71 years old and bts
fiancee 's 33 years bis Junior.
Tbe
romance began several
years ago,
when Miss Sargent was a pupil listening di ly to Dr. Flak's lectures.
Dr. Flsk has been an Instructor in
Northwestern university 'or nearly 4U
years and is oue of the best known
educators in the west. He Is a graduate of Weiieyan university, in 1873
he became principal of the Evanstoo
acedemy, which position be held until
1904, when be resigned
Since then Prompt Relief Permanent Cure
he has been principal emeritus of the CARTER'S LITTLE
academy and professor ot pedagogics LIVER PILLS never
V.
In tbe university.
(ail. Purely vegeta
act surely
Dr. Flak's first wife was Miss Anns ble
AD II k Dv
aSBBSSLBS vnlt L.IWI
Oreen, whom he married
In
lstta. but gently on
They bad two daughters, me elder
tbe wife of Prof. Charles Zuebiin,
and Miss Nell Flsk Mrs risk died tn

You can strengthen

the system, keep the
bowelsopen,prevent
Colds and Grippe
by taking the Bitters.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Sssssssssssssssssssssssl

iHssn

1908

Miss Sargent was a student of Dr.
Flak, first In the academy, from which
she was graduated In 1891, and later
in bis classes In pedagogics in the
university, from which she graduated
in 1896. She Is a member of tbe Phi
In 1897 she belie! it Kappa sorority
came a member of .be faculty of tbe

that aha "t
mother dur

re or her
years "

improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.

Genuine must bear Signature
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the drifting powder cloud. Tbe
deepening roar of ceaseless con-hamoved westward down the
T,
when an aide wheeled bis
Ing horse In front of the Colonel,
spoke a dozen haaly worda, pointed
impetuously to the left, and daahed
off down the line. The men leaped
to their feet In eager expectancy, and
as the "Pall in, fall In there, lads,"
echoed Joyoualy from Hp to lip, the
kindling eyea and rapid movements
oleed unmistakably the soldier spirit.
We moved westward down the long,
bare slop, In the sunshine, through a
deserted, desolate fields,
and along a narrow, rocky defile leading Into a deep revlne. At the mouth
of tie ravine we came forth Into the
broad valley, and halted. Just in
front of us, scarcely a half-mil- e
distant, were the fighting lines, partially
enveloped In dense smoke, out from
which broke patches of blue or gray,
as charge succeeded charge, or the
wind swept aside the fog of battle.
The firing was one continuous crash,
white plunging bullets, overreaching
thelf mark, began to chug Into our
own ranks, dealing death Impartially
to horse and man. The captain of the
troop next mine wheeled suddenly, a
look of surprise upon his face, and
fell backward into the arms of one of
his men; with an intense scream of
agony, almost human, the horse of my
first sergeant reared and came over,
crushing the rider before he ceuld
loosen foot from stirrup; the Lieutenant-Colonel
rode slowly past us to the
rear, his face deathly white, one arm,
drlpplrig blood, dangling helpless at
his side. This was the hardest work
of war, that silent agony which tried
men in helpless bondage to unyielding
discipline. I glanced anxiously along
the front of my troop, but they required no word from me; with tightly
set Hps, and pale, stern faces, they
ueld their line steady as granite, closing up silently the ragged gaps torn
by plunging balls.
"Captain," sal Colgate, riding to
where I sat my horse, "you will see
that the paper I gave you reaches
id
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CHAPTER XXI.

Continued.

With the ardor of young manhood I
looked forward to the coming battle,
when I knew the mighty armies of
North and South would once again
contest for the fertile Shenandoah. It
wag to be American pitted against
American, a struggle ever worthy of
the gods. Slowly 1 rode back down
the files of my men. marking their
alignment and accoutrements
with
practised eye, smiling grimly as I
noted their eager faces,
and
bronzed by exposure, yet reanimated
by hope of active
service. As I
watched them thus, I thought again
of those many other faces who once
rode as these men did now, but who
had died for duty even as these also
might yet be called upon to die. One
hundred and three strong, gay In
bright new uniforms, with unstained
banner kissing the breeze above our
proud young heads, we rode hopeful-l- j
forth from Charlottesville scarce
three years before, untried, undls-- ,
clpllned, unknown, to place our lives
willingly upon the scared altar of our
native State. What speechless years
of horror .those had been; what hlav
...
...
tory we Uad written
with our
Bteef;
naked
scenes
what
of
Buffering and death lay along that
bloody path wV travelled!
down the same red road our eyes still
et grimly to the northward, our flag
at torn and ragged
remnant, barely
forty men wore the "D" between the
crossed sabres on their slouched
brown hats, In spite Of all recruiting.
The cheer in my heart was for the
Jiving; the tear In my eye was for
the dead.
"Colgate," I said giively, as I
Tanged up beside him ail the rear of
the troop, "the men loo .exceedingly
well, and do not. appear ,to have suf
fered greatly because of short rations."
"Oh, the lads are always in fine
fettle when they expect a fight," he
answered, his own eyes' dancing as bs
wept thetu over that ptraight line of
backs in his front-- "They'll scrap too
better for being a bit hungry,-- -;
makes them savage. Beats all. Captain, what foolish notions some of
those people on the
side have
of us Southerners.! They seem to
think we are entirely different from
themselves; yet
lekon It would puz-ale any recruit
officer up yonder
to show a finer kt of fighting men
than those follow ahead there."
rode slowly f. (ward to my own
position at the tea of the troop. As
1 swung my horse
llto our accustomed
position I was tooVdeeply burled in
reflection to be clearly conscious of
much that was occurring about uie.
Suddenly, however,
became aware
that some one, nearly obscured by the
enveloping cloud of dust, was riding
without the column.' In an Independence of military discipline not to be
permitted. In the state of mind I was
toen In this discovery strangely Irritated me.
questioned Bharply, of
"Sergeant,"
trooper at the end of
the
the first p atoon. "what fellow ta that
riding out yonder?"
"It's ther pesky little cuss as come
in with ye yesterday, sir." be returned
muel
with a grin. "He's confiscat
back
aomewhar an' says he's a s
bum 'long o' we uns."
Curious to learn how
emerged from his arduous ai
1 spurred
my borae alongsic
man, bending forward
The
dubiously, as if fearful of
was riding bareback on a gf
legged mule, which, Judging
,
outward appearances, must
twP.
thi
of
asset
discarded
some
master's department.'
he
"tilling borne, Jed?" I asl
glanced up and saw trie.
"Jist as duru quick as
thar." he returned emphatic
gum. Cap. I ain't bin way fr
long as this afore in twe
Reckon she thinks I've sked
war-wor-

n
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git back thar nlgbty sudd
en's odd, Cap, durn nish
1

'bout some thing a
Mo eyed bla mount
I'd git
"Durned If ever I
critter
astraddle o' any foil
arln, he Raid, rabbit
In sudden and palnfu
the past "But I sorb
yere muel down et the
an' he's
Ings fer
tew durn wore out a
you una ter ever move often a walk.
sorter reckon It's a beap easier a
alttln' yero than tcr take It afut all
ther way ter ther . lounttngs."
It was long after dark the second
day when, thoroughly wearied, we
tvrned Into an old tobacco field and
To right
made camp for the night
and left of our posltlor glowed the
cheery fires, telling where Early's
command bivouacked in line of battle.
From the low rang" of hills In front
of where we rested one could look
across an Intervening valley, and see
the dim
far off to the northward
flames wLich marked the position of
the enemy. Down in the mysterious
darkness between, divided only by a
swift and narrow stream, were the
blue and gray pickets. The opposing
forces were sleeping on their arms,
making ready for the death grip on
the morrow.
As I lay there thinking, wondering
what might be my fate before another
s
nightfall, seeing constantly in my
the fair face of a woman,
which made me more of a coward
than I had ever felt myself before,
1 was partially
aroused by the droning
tones of a voice close at hand. Lifting myself on one elbow I glanced
curiously around to see where it
originated, what was occurring. Clustered about a rouring fire of rails
were a dozen troopers, and in the
midst of them, occupying the post of
'.oiior upon an empty powder keg, was
reciting
Bungay,
enthusiastically
Scott. I caught a line or two:
" 'At once there rose so wild a yell
Within that dark and narrow dell.
tha fell
As all the fiends from he-vof bell.' "
Had pealed the battle-crand then the drowsy Igod pressed
down my heavy eyelidb, and I fell
asleep.
half-dream-

half-doze-

the service, as they atretched away
commingled upon either band. We
were evidently stationed close to the
centre of our own position. The Intervening ground sloped so gently for
ward, while the Mil crest was so
t'.ilckly crowned with trees. It looked
an ideal position from which to
advance In line of attack. Upon my
right there appeared a break In the
solidity of our line, but even as I
noted It, wondering at the oversight,
the dense front of an Infantrv column
boucbed from a ravine and, march
ing steadily forward, filled the gap.
I
could distinctly mark the wearied
manner in which the men composing
It flung themselves prostrate on the
hard ground the monjent they were
baited doubtless
all through the
long hours of the black night they
bad been tolling on to be In time.
Aides were galloping furiously now
among the scattered commands. The
obscuring fog slowly rose from off
the face of the valley, but all the
central portion remained veiled from
view.
Suddenly, as I watched, the
brown cloud beneath me was rent
asunder here and there by little spits
of fire, and It was curious to observe how those quick spiteful darts
of flame swept the full length of my
vista. I could distinguish no reports,
it was too far away, but realized
that the opposing plcketa had caught
sight of each other through the gloom.
Then a big gun boomed almost dlrect- -

en

y

discharge, their movements clockwork! Tense, caget, expectant, every
hand among us hari gripped on sabre
hilt, we waited that word which surely couli not be delayed, while from
end to end, down the full length of
our straining line, rang out the yell
of exultant pride.
"Steady, men; steady there, ladat"
called the old Colonel, sternly, bla
eyes filled with tears. "Our turn will
come."
bleeding,
Torn, rent, shattered,
treading upon the dead and mangled
In rowa, those Iron men In blue came
on. They were aa demona laughing at
death. No rain of lead, no hall of
canister, no certainty of destruction
could check now the fierce Impetus
of that forward rush. God knows It
wns magnlficqnt: the supreme effort
of men Intoxicated with the enthusiasm of warl Even where we were
we could see and feel the giant power
In those grim ranks of steel the tat
tered flaas. the stern, set faces, the
cborua of "Glory, glory.
hallelujah," that echoed to their tread.
Those men meant to win or die, and
they rolled on as Cromwell's Ironsides at Marston Moor. Twice they
staggered, when the mad volleys
ploughed ragged red lanes through
them, but only to rally and press
sternly on. They struck that crouch
ing gray line of Infantry, fairly burled
It with their dense blue folds, and,
with one fierce hurrah of triumph,
closed down upon the guns. Even as
they blotted them from Bight, an aide.
hatless and bleeding, his horse
wounded and staggering from weakness, tore down toward us ilong the
crest. A hundred feet away hla
mount fell headlong, but on foot and
dying he reached our front
Colonel Carter," he panted, press
ing one hand upon his breast to keep
back the welling blood, "charge, and
hold that battery until we can bring
Infantry to your support."
No man among us doubted the "nil
meaning of It we were to save the
army! The very horses seemed tc
feel a sense of relief, hands cilncht.
mure tightly on taut reins to hold
them in check; under the old battered
hats the eyes of the troopers gleamed
hungrily.
"Virginians!" and the old Colonel's
voice rang like a clarion down the
breathless line, "there Is where you
die! Follow me!"
Slowly, like some mighty mountain
torrent gaining force, we rode forth
.' a walk, each trooper lined to pre
cislon of review, yet Instinctively taking distance for sword play. Halfway
down the slight slope our line broke
Into a soar.) trot, then, as the thrilling
cotes of the charge sounded above us,
we swept forward in wild. Impetuous

on
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On Foot and Dying He Reached Our Front.
ly opposite me, its flame seeming like

a red-ho- t
knife rending the mist. This
had barely vanished when a 'sudden
cheer rang out upon my left, and I
turned in time to behold a thin, scatInfantrymen
tered line of gray-claswarm down the steep slope into the
valley. With bats drawn low, and
guns advanced, tbey plunged at a
run into the misi and disappeared.
Our
finishers had gone In; the ball
had opened.
I had
tarried ong enough; any
moment now might bring "boots and
saddles," and If possessed the slighter desire for a breakfast to flgbt on,
it behooved me to get back within
our Hues. The memory of that
scene In front still fresh upon
me, how quiet and commonplace everything appeared down there In the
hills.
"What has become of Bungay?" I
questioned of Colgate, whe was lying
upon his back witb eyes fastened
on a floating cloud.
"Do you mean the little mountaineer
who came In with unjust night?"
I nodded.
"Oh, bis mute bolted at the first
shot over yonder, and the little fellow
Is after It. He's down the field there
somewhere."
How time dragged! The battery to
U ft of vis went into action, and began
we could mark the
f'.rlng rapidly;
black figures of the cannoneers at the
outlined
st, ae the
1
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KEEPING

YOUNG

Remarkably Sound Advice for the
Woman Who Has Borne Year
of Life to Her Credit.
The way to ward off old age Is not
to fear It, not to allow one's self to
be oppressed by the dread of advancing years.
Use only legitimate preventives and avoid trying expermlenta
with preparations not indorsed by
Do not wear tollettea Inphysicians.
tended for young girls, they only add
years to the appearance. Keep up
your interest in the young, but do not
envy them. Retire with dignity from
the struggle, do not pose as your
daughter's rival. Above all, surround
your life with sweet, true affections'
which prevent the heart from growing
Do not lose interest in the
bitter.
growing events of the day; do not fall
behind the times and do not harp on
other and better days. To those who
come to you for advice be always kind
and sympathetic. As you advance In
years preserve carefully your personal
appearance, for once lost It may not
be regained, save by strenuous effort
Your costumes should be simple and
unpretentious, yet graoeful. These
rules, carefully and sensibly followed,
will keep you young and attractive.
Exchange.
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home Rate If I fall to come out of
this?'
I reached over and gripped his hand

"It will be the first thing I shall
remember, Jack," I answered earnestly. "But we may have it easy enough
after all It seems to be an Infantry
affair."
He shook his head gravely.
"No," he said, pointing
forward,
"they will need us now."
Aa he spoke It seemed as though
the sharp firing upon both sides suddenly ceased by mutual consent. The
ti .tible roar of small arms, which had
mingled witb the continuous thunder
o. great guns, died away Into an Intermittent rattling of musketry, and
as the heavy smoke slowly drifted upward In a great white cloud, we could
plainly diut.t-gulsthe advancing
Federal lines, three ranks deep,
stretching to left and right In one
vast, impenetrable blue wall, sweeping toward us upon a run. Where but
a brief moment belore the plain appeared deserted. It wa9 uow falny
alive with soldiery, the sun gleaming
on fixed bayonets, and faces aglow
witb the ardor of surprise. Some one
bad blundered!
The thin, unsupported line of gray Infantry directly
tin
closed
in oui
battel od
ranks
wrate effort to
stay tl
d see them Janimlng their muskets tor volley fire,
d ili
ith clash and clatter that
er sounds, a battery of
:aine flying madly past
9
on the run, lashed
iar. and laid
d the fierce
his wild rider. With
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Who can tell tho story of those
seconds that so swiftly followed?
Surely not one who saw but tbe vivid
flash of steel, the agonized faces, the
recall tbe
flame of belching fire.
frenzied leap of my horse as we
'truck tbe line ere It could form Into
"I fought yous spld yous kin licit
square; the blows dealt savagely to
me
wld yer hands tied behind yer
volley
right and left; the blaze of a
jcorchlng our faces, the look of the back?"
I'm J Just goln' now)
"I I can!
big Infantryman I rode down; tbe
sudden thrust that sa''ed me from a to get a string to tie 'em!"
levelled gun; the quick swerving of
Too Bad.
our horses as they came In contact
"I never see you at) church, Mrs.
with the cannon; the shouts of rage; Whipple."
t
the blows; tbe screams of pain; the
"No. I'm afraid the services would
white face of Colgate as he reeled be trying on Fido's nerves, and when
an. fell. These are all In my mem- I leave him at home the poor dear
ory, blurred, commingled, indistluct,
gets positively frantic.
yet distressful as any nightmare. In
I
I
not,
way,
how
know
realized
some
Ah, Sherlockl
that we had burled them back, shat"I see where a poor fellow drowntered them by our first fierce blow; ed. I wonder how that happened."
that the gunB were once again ours;
"Perhaps he sank."
that fifty dismounted troopers were
tugging desperately at their wheels.
It's never too late to " lend.
Then that dense blue mass surged
forward once again, engulfed us in
TIED DOWN.
its deadly folds, and with steel and 80 Years' Slavery How She Got Freebullet, sword and clubbed musket,
dom.
ploughed through our broken ranks,
rending "us in twain, fairly smothering
A dyspepsia veteran who writes
1 saw
in. by sbeer force of numbers.
one of England's charming rural
from
bead-dowInto
t. o old Colonel plunge
to tell how she won victory In
homes
the horses' feet;
.1 i ruck beneath
20 years' fight, naturally exults In
the Major riding stone dead in his her triumph over tbe tea and coffee
saddle, a ghastly red stain in the ber
centre of his forehead; then Hunter, bablt:
"I feel It a duty to tell you," she
of E, went down screaming, and I
ays, "how much good Postum has
knew I was the Benior captain left
done me. I am grateful, but also de
About me scarce a hundred men batsire to let others who may be suffering
In
for
lives
the
thoir
tled like demons
I
midst of tbe guns. Even as glanced as did, know of the delightful methwhich I was relieved.
aide at them, shielding my bead with od "Iby had
suffered for 20 years from
uplifted sabre from the blows rained
t
llun, up dyspepsia, and the giddiness that usuupon me. the
ally accompanies that painful ailment,
his hand, and grasped his saddle pommel to keep from falling Out of his and which frequently prostrated me.
the splin- I never drank much coffee, and cocoa
i pening fingers I snatched
tered s.nti. lifted It high up, until and even milk did not agree with my
the rent folds of the old flag caught impaired digestion, eo I used tea, exclusively, till about a year ago, when
tbe dull glow of the sunlight
I found In a package oi Grape-Nut- s
the
tb Virginia!" I shouted. "Rally
little hook, 'The Koad to WellvlHe.'
o the colors!"
"After a careful reading of the bookI could see them coming all that
let 1 was curious to try Postum and
was left of them flchting their way
through the press, cleaving the mass sent for a package. I enjoyed It from
with their blows as tbe prow of a the first, and at once gave up tea In
skip cut the bea. With one vicious Us favor.
"1 began to feel better very toon.
jab of the spur I led them, a thiu
My giddiness left me after the first
wtdge of tempeied gray steel, batterfew days' jue of Postum, and my stoming, gouging, rending a passage Into
ach became stronger so rapidly that It
that solid blue wail. Inch by Inch,
was not long till 1 was able (as I still
foot by foot, yard by yard, slashing
am) to take milk and many other armadly with our broken sabres, battling
ticles of food of which I was formerly
as men crazed with lust of blood,
I have
compelled to deny myself.
our very horses fighting for us with
teeth and hoofs, we ploughed a lane proved the t.utL of your statement
that Postum 'makes good, red blood.'
of death through a dozen riles. Then
"1 have become very enthusiastic over
tbe vast tuasB closed in upon ua,
the merits of my new table beverage,
roiled completely over us. Thero wa
a flash, a vision of frenzied faces, and during tbe past few months, have
conducted Postum propaganda among
and I knew no more.
my neighbors which has brought bene-(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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Five Years ef Severe Rheumatism
The cure of Henry J. Goldstein. 14
Barton Street. Boston, Mass., is another
victory for Mood's Snrsaparilla. This great
medicine (in succeeded in many esse
where others hove utterly failed. Mr.
Golilstein says: "I Buffered from rheumatism five years, it kept me from business
and caused excruciating pain. My knees
would become as stiff aa steel. I triad
many medirinea without relief, then took
Hood's Sarsaparilla, toon felt much better,
and now consider myself entirely cured.
I recommend Hood's'
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Baraatabe.

tumult

CHAPTER XXII.
The Battle In the Shenandoah.
To me it has always seemed re-markab . that after all my other bat
Gettystie experiences Antletam.
burg, the Wilderness, ay! even In
eluding that first fierce baptism of
fire at Manassas no action In which
I ever participated should remain so
clearly photographed upon memcry as
this last desperate struggle for supremacy in the Shenandoah. Every
minute detail of the conflict, at
least so far as I chanced to be a
ersonal participant, rises before me
as I write, and I doubt not, I could
trace
each step taken upon that
stricken field.
Thd reveille had not sounded when
I first awoke and. rolling from
my
blanket, looked about me. Already a
faint, dim line of gray, heralding th
dawn, was growing clearly defined In
the east, and making manifest those
heavy
which, hanging dank
and low, obscured the valley. The
tired men of my troop were yet lying
upon the ground, wrapped tightly in
their blankets, oblivious of the deadly
work before then); but I could bear
the horses already moving uneasily at
tbetr picket-ropes- ,
and observed here
and there the chilled figure of a sentry
leaning upon his gun, oddly distorted
In form by the enveloping mist
Directly in advance of where we
rested, a long hill sloped gently upward for perhaps a hundred yards, It
crest topped with a thick growth of
young cak trees, yot seemingly devoid
No troops
were
of underbrush.
camped In our Immediate front, and
feeling curious to ascertain something
of our formation, as well as to examine the lay of the land between us
and the position occupied by the
enemy, I walked slowly forward, unhindered, until I attained the crest.
The fog yet held the secrets of the
valley safely locked within Its brown
hand, and I could penetrate none of
it
mysteries
It was
life gazing
oown from some headland Into a silent., unvexed sea But directly across
from where
stood, apparently along
the summit of another chain of low
hills similar to those we olc jpled. 1
could perceive the flames of n iinerous
camp-fire- s
leaping up, into sudden
radiance, while agalns. the t
ing sky a great flag lazily tla
Its
folds to the froshenlng brec le. Evl- dently our opponents were first astir,
and the headquarters of botua dlvlalon
of the enemy must be acrosa yonder.
As I gazed, other fires burst forth to
left and right, aa far na tbe
eye could carry thrcugt the
and I
tlnctly
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An Inspiration,
"Professor McMuddle is very in
genious in twisting things around to
il)utrate his theories. Is be not?"
"Yes. I believe be proposes to take
tbe fact of the champagne troubles
In France nearly overturning tbe gov
eminent, to illustrate the curae oi
drink."

rejoice."
Name given by Postum
, liuttlu
Creek, Miob.
Read the little book, "Tbe Road to
WellvlHe," In pkgs. "There's a rev
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A Message To You

1

I

i ABOUT WHITE EDODS. ETC.
Grumblers about business being quiet can't stay in our store for we never listen to this tale of woe. We
Veep busy making business good. It's now time for you to get busy making up your spring dresses, waists
and muslin underwear. February is the White Goods month in this country, not January. We are knocking at your door with a message to you to remind you of our ready February offer in White Goods, Ginghams, etc. We are daily receiving white goods and our spring wool and fancy colored wash goods and
such like combined with our white sale. We offer anything else in the dry goods line in shoes, hats,
notions, clothing, shirts, trunks, suit cases, etc. We reserve nothing, it's all for sale.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3, FOR ONE WEEK YOU WILL FIND IT HERE
CLOSING SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10.
Ladies Ready to Wear Skirts and Dresses
We have 50 Voil Skirts liaiiRinK in Price from $6.00 to
$15.00, they are the only skirts for spring Because you
can shake the dust nut of them the entire lot goes $3.98
lo $9.85, other Fancy skirts for Misses and Ladies at a
real low price for you. (Look at that Rack of Half

Price Skirts.)

We have a few Silk and Wash Dresses, springs latest
creations to show to you for eai ly Buying at Prices
under the Regular spring prices.

Quilts Range in Price $1.25 to $6.00, if you want
any the Price will be 89c to 3.95. the best price on
quilts yet. A few Fancy Blankets to clean up cheap.
22

Embroideries and Insertions at Half Price

Just as New as the Morning Sun
Buying for 98c per yard.

New Spring Ginghams
.11

Pieces Fancy Spring Ginghams, per yard

Be sure and see these new

8

l--

c

Patterns.

Taffeta Silk Guaranteed
Taffet worth $1.58 per yard and each
yard guaranteed to wear one year.
Farlv buying at
$1.33 per yard.
A fine bolt of

Other Silk Offerings For Early Buyers
Waist patterns, dress patterns, etc., taffetas 78 cents
per yard up to. $1.18, all fine values, messalins, satins
and few other silks at attractive prices for you.
New Shipment of O. N . T. Thread
With plenty of sizes in thread. We will sell to ladies
only

low prices
90 inch Linen Sheeting, for Embroidery
and for
Waists and Skirts, at
85c
38 inch Fine Art Linen, for Embroidery, etc., worth
75c, reduced to
49c
42 inch Pure Linen Pillow Casing, as much as you want
at, per yard
59c
42 inch Hard Angle Cloth, for Embroidery and Fancy
Work, $1.00 value
73c
..
36 inch Dress Linen, very fine 75c value, for Spring
buying, at
49c
Two pieces blue and brown striped Suiting, makes fine
suits for boys, yd.
15c
.'

EXTRA OFFER-L- ot
of Embroideries and Insertions,
in. to 90 in
2
Price
The newest out -- extra heavy Dress Linen, 56 inches in
e
Ecru, Leather and Tan. Makes fine
Dresses
and Suits, Specials, yd.
90c
36 inch Nainsook, 'very fine quality; our special price on
this sale
34c
36 inch Nainsook very fine quality for he price, yours
'
for only
28c
36 inch Long Cloth a dandy for the money, at per
yard only
15c
36 inch Flaxon, very fine quality, worth 40c, sprihg
showing at, yd
28c
36 inch Flaxon, very fine quality, worth 45c. spring
showing at, yd
30c
36 inch Flaxon, very fine quality, worth 50c, spring
showing at, yd.
33c
36 inch Flaxon, extra fine quality, worth 60c, spring
showing at, yd.
43c
36 inch Flaxon, very best quality, worth .75c, spring
56c
showing at. yd.
10-Bleached sheeting, and plenty for everyone, at per
yard only
26c
0
Pure linen Table Linen, plain center with border,
98c
value
1--

New Basket wove linen for suits .nd Dresses in Tan
andEcrue56 inches wide, Regular Price $1.25 early

40

White Goods. Ginghams, Linens, Towels, etc.
We still offer our winter goods at very

66

i--

d

otr on each suit.

Mens Over Coats Half Price
the House aHalf

On any Man or Boys Over Coat in

Price.

Mens New Spring Troasers
We have Received our spring trousers and offer for
earley Buying at a discount of 25 per cent, j

4

Shirt Clean Up

a.

50 to $1.75
Ail
All 1.25 to 1.35
A11.75.85and 1.00

shirts choice,
shirts choice,
shirts choice,

$1.28
1.00
.60

1--

2

one-piec-

4

reg-$1.5-

8 Spools for 25 cents.

Mens Suits Few Spring Styles, All Fall Styles
Goes at a Bargain
On all spring suits for early Buying we offer them at'a
reaucuon anu on an ran suits we oner them at exactly

r.

Be sure and see the tackles of the above mentioned at
Half Price. This is for Early Buyers.
3

50 Pieces Fancy Spring Ginghams, per yard

Exceptional Offers For One Week

New Shipment of Trunks and Gnips
We have just received a new shipment of Gritb, Trunks

buitcases and etc., and have them ready orl this one
weeks oiler at a 25 per cent discount for you,

5

Mens Spring Hats and Caps
We have the spring Head Geer and also a line of:
winter riats yet to clean up. it its a hat
You need to see us.

Call
Fu

and

need

Mens Wool Shirts Half Price
We offer any and all men and boys wool Shirt
price.

at half

Arctics, Rubbers and Rubber Boots
Remember that we are the only House in tiwn that
have a full run of sizes on the above. We have a new
shipment on Hand Prices right and sizes Plentiful.
Mens Winter Underware
Mens winter underwear at 38c for those Fleece and
those Hetfvy Rib in ecru, tan and white. Be sure and
see the assortment.

i

Notice of Sale in Foreclosure of Mortgage by

Notice for Publication
.rtmmtoftha Interior.

11.

S. lniul ofll

The Silo In Eastern New
Mexico

AdvertUment.

So important do the agricultural authorities of , Colorado
count the silo that there is a
SS.
systematic effort in that state to
County of Curry
Notice ia hereby given that lend state aid to farmers' ambithat certain mortgage deed exe- tions to take up this system of
cuted and delivered by E. J. feed conservation. The assist-

State of New Mexico

I

I

Howard and Mary E.Howard, his
wife, mortgagers to J. S. Edmortgagee, dated the
wards,
Arthur K. Currnn. Roormlor
29th day of July, 1909. and filed
for record in the office of the
For Publication
ReProbate Clerk and
conl Inml.
corder of the County of Curry,
New Mexico, on the 31st day of
Nni ire
hrrrby
A. D. 1909, at 3:15 o'clock
July,
willow (f John S.
who. on July 2, 1901
p. m., and duly recorded in Book
n 21.
fnr Norths,!
Si Page 137, of the Records of
Mrr- iilian, linn filed notice of Intention to.makn comMortgages of said County, and
mutation proof, to
claim to the land
which
said mortgage deed has
above ilencrfhed.
before A. I.. Await, Irolte
Clerk. Curry County, in his office, at Clovis, New been assigned by the said J. S.
on the 3rd day of April, 112.
Ed wards, to the Bank of Mober-ly- ,
s
Claimant
Uneaaea: Chester C.
R. Dunlap Walter P. Greenfield, allof
Moberly, Missouri, and by the
N. M. Frank A.Weathoffof Haven- i,
Bank
of Moberly. Moberly,
Aj thin E. Currcn. Tlctriatcr.
r, N. M,
to J. D. Hammett, will be
Notice for Publication
foreclosed by a sale (under power of sale given in said mortgage
T,and.
Department of the Interior. U.S. Land OlTice deed) of the premises described
a. Fort Bvmnar, N. M February ill. 11)12.
in such mortgage deed, and hereNotice is herchy iriven that Elirar O. Whips,
r ihheirs of Joint Whips, deceased, of
inafter described, at the front
New Mexico who. on January?. 10117, made
quar- - door of the Court House in the
Homestead Entry. No. (I209S. forSbuth-eas- t
north. Rawre City of Clovis,
Curry County,
Section 6. Township
t r
0
3 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has Hied notice of
Mexico,
New
of
State
at the
Proof, to establish
ntcntion to make
laim to the land above described, before William hour of One (1) o'clock p. m., on
). McBe. ProhateJudiro of Curry County. N. M..
the 30th day of March, 1912, to
ii his olTiccin Clovls. N. M., on the 2f.th day of
satisfy the amount due upon such
March.
James G.
Claimant names b witnesses:
mortgage deed on the date of
and Ora G. Simmons, both of Melrose. N. M..
of
both
Dickman,
sale.
A.
Millsap.
Lester
A.
Reuben
Clovls, N.M.
The premises described in
Arthur E.Curren. RcKister.
such mortgage deed and which
will be sold to satisfy the same
Notice for Publication.
are described as follows,
Land
of Lot Seventeen 17, in
lirnartment nf the Interior. U.S. Land OlTice
Notice
at Fort Sum r or. N. M.. February 1. 1912.
Block
Fifty 50 in the Town
Texico.
of
Calkins,
hereby Riven that Frank
now city of Clovis, New MexN.M.. who. on November 30. 1908, madi- Homestead Entry. OHIO, for the Southwest quarter of ico,
as the same is shown by
S, lion 6. Township 2 North, Ranee S7 East. N.
plat now on file in
M, P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to the Official
Proof, to establish claim
muke Final Fi
Office
of
the
the Probate Clerk
McBeo
W.
D.
described,
before
to the land- above
Recorder of
.abate Judjre for Curry County. New Mexico, and
on the 18lh day of
iu his otl Ice at Clovls, N. M
Curry
Counties,
Roosevelt
and
March, 1912.
Albert Means. New Mexico, and of which said
Claimant nnmes as witnesses:
Doolittle. William R. Bebormyier and
Allierl
Roosevelt County, Curry County
.Inines Q, Burton all of Texico, New Mexico.
Curren. Reirister.
was formerly a part, together
Arthur
with the two story brick building situated thereon, and which
Notice for publication.
Non ooal land.
mortgage deed was given
said
Iicpartment of tne interior, u o i""
payments whieh are
Fort jumner. N.M. January 24,1912.
secure
to
'
Notice Is hereby (riven to th Public andTtfc
purchase price of
iallytothe State of New Mexico, that Sam M. a part of the
Kirby, of Tesico. N. M. who on June 2a. 1910maile said property.
II K
aer. No 08144 fo southwest quarter,
37 east N.
32 township 4 NortH rang-There will be due on such
intention
of
M. P Meridian has filed notice
proof to estab- mortgrge deed at the date of
make final
i.i
before
described
lish claim to land above
W. I). McBee. County Judiro of Curry County. N. sale the sum of Ten Thousand
in his office, at Clovls. N. M.. on tho 20th
$10000.001 Dollars, Interest,
ilayof March. 1912.
Attorneys'
fees, and costs of this
H.
Cruminel
witnesses:
as
names
Claimant
Iloloz ier, Joe L. Greear. Bertie Reed and Mortiproceeding
to the date of sale.
mer Y, Hubbard, allof Texico. N M.
Dated
the 17th day of Febthis
Register.
E.Curren,
Arthur
ruary, A. D.f 1912.
Notice for Publication.
J. D. Hammett, Assignee
Non coal land.
at
office
S
Land
U.
Department of the Interior
of said Mortgage.
Fort Sumner. N. M. February 24. 1912
Ex-Offic- io

i

M

,

M.

n

VV

name-a-

Mis-aour-

Non-Co-

.

Met-ron-

(8K1--

Five-yea-

r

1W12.

Mes-h-

Non-Co-

i

-

Ex-Offic-

io

E- -

five-ye- ar

M

Wily H.
that
Notice is hereby given
Cluybrook. of St. Vrain. N. M who on March 8.
Entry, No. 02160, for
1907, made Homestead
Section 21. Township
Huutheastquartcr (3E1-4)- ,
S3 East. N. M. P. Mciidlon. ha
.1 North. Range
filed notice of intention U make Commutation
Proof, to establish claim to the land above
before A.L. Await, Probate Clerk. Curry County, in his office, at Clovis. New Mexico,
Claimant numes
on the 10th day of Anrll 1912.
us witnesses:
William A. Browne!, John H. Clayhrook, Ed T.
Bookter, Jamas P. Hines. all of St. Vrain. N. M
Arthur E. Currcn, Register.

Notice of Contest.
Serial No. nf.597. Contest 1025.
Department of the Interior. United States
m l Office, Fort Sumner. N. M.. February 2.
1912.
To Jamas D. Shaw of Texico, N. M., Contcstce:

Youure hereby notified that Rowcna J. Boblcr,
who gives Johnson, Arkansas, as his post-ot- l iee
address, did on January 17. 1912. filetnthUVLe
his duly corrolsirated applicat 'oa to contest and secure the cancellation of your homestead, entry
No. Serial No. 06697 made June 3, 1908, for NE
Section 28. Township 4 north, Range 35 east.
N. M. P. Meridian, and as grounds for his contest
he alleges that the said James D. Shaw never
ihed residence upon the land or cultivated or
Improved same. That entry was made for purposes of speculation, and that entryman has wholly and totally abandoned same for a period of
more than three years last past.
You ore, therefore, further notified that the

id

by

thi

the name of

e

future

no- -

By R. E. Rowells,

His Attorney
Clovis, New Mexico.
F. 22 M. 21.

Notice of Contest.
Serial No. o5598. Contest 1024.
Department of the Interior. United States Land
Office. Fort Sumner. N. M February 2. 1W2
To Elmer A. Burge. of Texico. N. M..Contestce:
You are hereby notified that Rewena J. Bobier.
who gives Johnson' Arkansas as his post.offlce
address, did on January 17. 1912, file in this office
his duly corroborated aiiplic-c- t ion to contest and
secure cancelation of your Homestead Entry, SeSect
rial No 06598 made June 3. 1908. fer SE
ion 28. Township 4 north. Range 86 East. N. II.
P. Meridian, and as grounds for his contest he alleges that said Elmer A. Burge never established
residence upon said land nor cultivated or improved' same. That the entry was made for purposes of speculation, and that said entryman has
wholly and totally aliandoned said land for a period of three years,
You are. therefore, further notified that the
said allegations will be taken by this office as
having been confessed by you. and your said en
try will bo canceled thereunder without your
further right to be heard therein, either before
this ..Ha or on appeal, if you fail to file In this
office within twenty days after the fourth pub
lication of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and
responding to these allegations of contest or if
you fail to file tvithin that time to file In this of
fice due proof that you have served a copy of
your answer on the said contestant either in
person or by registered mail. If this service la
made by the delivery of a copy of your answer
to the contestant in person, proof of such ser
vice must be either the said contestant's written
acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy
showing the .fate of its receipt, or the affidavit
of the person by whom the delivery was made
atating when a. id where the copy was delivered:
if made by registered mail, proof of such service must consist of the affidavit of the per on
by whom the copy was mailed statins when and
to which it was mailed aud this
the post
be accompanied by the postmast- affidavit

the letter.
itate in your answer the name of
Lo
which
you desire future no- the pew
t ftft lo
sent t.) you.
ZArthur E. Curren, Register
Feb. 8. 1U2.
Date of first publication
Y

l)c-

second

lev

m

ance not only including free in- struction, but even the free assistance of experts sent to the
larm, in oraer tnat me rarmers
may learn how very much more
it is possible to get frun. an acre
by this system of caring for the
feed produced on the acre.
When the writer first raised
his voice in east New Mexico for
the silo the "reaction" soon
showed that it would be necessary to begin at the very bottom
with the agitation. He was repeatedly stopped on the streets
or asked at the office, "What is
that you write so much of in
paper?" One of his earliest experiences was with a pharmacist who sweepitigly disposed of
the silo proposition with the
pronouncement:
"That would
never do at all, at all! The stuff
would spoil. I've studied chemistry and know it would spoil!"
A still funnier exhibit is the remark of a neighbor who visited
the man who put in the first pit
This
silo in east New Mexico.
friend went to the proprietor
and said: "Elenberg, I would
not have that thing on the
Why, man, that will
place.
blow up and kill seme of you,
yet!
But, on January 23, when the
demonstration train visited Melrose and this pit silo was opened
and the silage shown on the
train, Prof. J. D. Tinsley, the
Santa Fe's chief demonstrator,
"Keep hammering!
declared:
The silo will be the salvation of
the plains and there should be
150 pit silos about Melrose this

1llS.ll

1

next year!"
So far as I know there are
silos in but three three other
places in the state. One is at

ird trotters on corn silage
raw, and that the winter
Ro Wfta the onlv winter in
hia experience when he did not
lose a foal.
While this is being written the
worst blizzard of the winter is
scourging the plains and killing
stock. Not only in cases of
snow storms, but also in cases of
dust storms the man who has
his fodder siloed has the advantage of the man who has it
either in shock or stack.
In the first place he has
escaped three sources of waste.
Fodder that is whipped by the
winds is often stripped of much
of its best portions.
A silo properly located and
constiucted is the most convenient and comfortable feeding
equipment on stormy days, a
consideration which at this writing would appeal most forcibly
to any plainsman. .
The matter of cost is not prohibitive. Mr, Elenberg bought
nothing but the lumber to support the dirt covering about

z

Colorado in building their oil cisterns could be employed sucess-fullThat was the
building and use of forms for
the construction of underground
cement cisterns. And he predicts that, beginning with the
fall of 1912, there will grow up
on the plains of eastern New
Mexico, the practice of owning
and operating silage cutters
along the lines of the similar use
of threshing machines in the
wheat countries.
The key to the silo proposition
as it affects New Mexico lies in
the idea that, while in some
years matured grain is impossible, green feed at some
season is rarely or never wanting; so that the problem resolves
itself into this. How to make
money out of forage, with the
most certainty and the least
waste. -- L. D. Beckwith in Albuquerque Journal.

y.

Your Representative

Money Talks
When prosperity is the subject, the increased deposits
in this Bank prove that
prosperity is here again.
Are you sharing in it? If
not, it is possibly because
you are not doing business
in a business way.
We suggest that you open
an account with us. Our
officers will gladly show you
the benefit of Ruch an action.

What would you think of a
w iolesale house that would send
$1.50.
out as their representative, a
Professor Tinsley, in com- a man who was dressed in a
mending the writer's choice of a cheap sloutchy suit, one whose
slogan for east New Mexico and appearance showed everything
urging that it be displayed ill but a taste for neatness and
every farmer realized that a silo correctness in style and manner?
is not only profitable, but nece- Naturally you not form a good
ssary, said: "Tell them to get opinion of that house. You
any kind, at first if necessary, would size them up as being a
CAPITAL $30,000.00
a bare pit lined with tar paper. cheap firm, and it is not likely
CLOVIS,
N. MEXICO
From that they would make they would get their share of
enough to afford a better one your business, merely because
next time. That would enable they failed to send out the
them to do still better the next proper kind of representative.
time. Then, when they have Did you ever stop to think that
got the best, they have equipped every letter you send out to a know, and leaves a good imthemselves with the most, valu- customer, Ci- a prospective cus- pression wherever it goes, is the
able feeding equipment possible tomer, is your representative? cheapest in the end. That's the
to any farmer."
Your stationery makes an im- kind that can be found at this
office.
Postmaster Elenberg has pub- pression either good or bad, and
lished an appeal to local farmers yor are judged to a certain exto form silo clubs for the pur- tent by the kind you use. The
FOR RENT-Mod- ern
6 room
chase of silage cutters and for correcs kind doesn't cost much
house.
Close in.
advantages. more than the cheaper and inother
Chas. E. Dennis,
The writer suggests that the plan ferior grade. The kind that atfollowed by the orchardists of tracts the attention of those who
Rear 1st Nat. Bank.
--

American Bank
& Trust Company

-

Hope, where Coffin Bros., have
been taking the top of the Kan
sas City market with lambs fed
with siloed kaffir . It is reported that they feed from one to
three thousand lambs from the
feed raised on thirty acres.
The other is a pit silo near
Wagon Mound, where the deep
pit plan has been tested out suc

cessfully.
There is a silo at Ft Sumner,
but it was not ready for filling
this last season.
The local silo is a pit and is
but a small one. It is cemented
with common "white dirt" cropping out here in many places.
The contents of this silo, first
opened for the visit of tht demonstration train, proves tc be
fine feed, although the experts
with the train declared that
while being filled the silage was
not pressed in firmly enough, so
that the frilage is now too dry.
And yet, in spite of this fault
the stock eat it greedily and
Postmaster Elenberg, of Can-tarwho thus blazed the trail,
locally, is highly pleased with
the result. Writing to the Melrose Index of the success of this
pit silo, he jocularly declared
that it "not only increased the
flow of milk, but there are indications that it has had a marked
effect on the calf crop; for altho
it has only been fed two weeks
one cow has already had twins!"
Seriously, the feeding of
silage does have a marked effect on both the calf and the
colt crop, for it is really canned
green feed, so that stock fed on
silage have their bowels always
in an ideal condition just the
condition of the same animals in
a state of nature and fed on
nature's own feed. All stock
breeders know how valuable this
Michigan
One
condition is.
horse breeder testifies that he
wintered two hundred - head of
draft horses, Shetlands, and

f3j

a,

If a burglar gets into your house and you have
money concealed there, the burglar will get
your money. That is a burglar's business.
The burglar will know you have the money
before he goes into your house; that is the burglar's business. Our business is to protect your
money. If it is in our bank, it will be safe from
burglars, from fire and your own extravagance; you cannot lend it, spend it or lose it
so easily.
Do your banking with us. We do strictly

banking,

that's all.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Of Clovis

hogs were

nations have been
and wormy apples
cabbage, and by th
'
:
shall know them,
W. J. CURREN. Editor.
ter place. I have b
A. L. CURREN, - - Publisher. be chaplin of a peni
where I go you
now, but I go to pr
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
$1.00 for you, and ma:
OneYwr
50 merry on our souls.
Six Months

The Clovis News

iut field to
s and nuts,
was 1,028
acre. He

-!-

Improves his Farm
New Cast id y
L. M. Cassiday, the gentleman
who owns that fine irrigated

Suggest Mabry Start
Custom

The question has been asked
by numerous persons this week
if it would not be a just and fair
proposition to put Mr. Mabry
the same proposition he has offered to suggest to the city
council that of resigning, and
ascertain from a new election
whether or not the people really
want him? He might start the
ball to rolling and thereby derive considerable distinction as
the originator of a ready progressive custom.

farm southeast of Portales, was
in the city last week superintending the erection of an elegant
country residence. He was also
having the ground prepared for
the planting of some eighty-on- e
acres of his farm to alfalfa and
appies. Mr. uassiaay is a nrm
believer in the future of the Por- ales Valley and is putting considerable money and time into
development work on his place.
He is another of some thoroughly solid business men who have
decided to eliminate all the
chance possible in the cultivation and growing of crops. Our
inexhaustible water supply, our
fertile soil and our continuous
sunshine are subjects on which
he loves to dwell, and were the
prime reasons for his in vestments in this locality. He knows
that with these three things assured all doubt of a bountiful
harvest is forever removed.

Despite the fact that the cusretaining a portion of the
various boards, and councils in
order that the members thereof
.hould previous to their incumbency have some knowledge of
working order of things, has existed from time immemorial and
is as popular now as ever. The
Journal man proposes that we
oust the whole lot of city councilman and put in a fresh bunch
of raw material.
How to Gain Knowledge of
tom of

Clovis Should Plant Trees
This is the time of the year to
plant trees. We wish to suggest
that the mayor of the city set
apart a day, to be known as a
tree planting day, and let us
make an effort to have every
person, old and young, male and
female, to plant at least one
tree in the city on that day. If
we do this we will have several
more trees growing this summer
than we now have. Trees add
much to the looks of a city,
and nothing will enhance the
value of property more than a
few trees.
the school election in April
the women of New Mexico will
cast their first votes and it is
hoped that they will turn out in
great numbers. The school is
near to the home and to the mother, and there is not one board
of education that would be
harmed by having at least one
woman member upon it. Indeed
Clovis women have long, been
qualified to judge upon the competency and fitness of their sex
for school officers and teachers,
and to say the least our schools
and their government naturally
come within their jurisdiction,
when left to woman for control
and guidance, the News has no
fears but what the women will
exercise their franchise and vote
intelligently.
A

We acknowledge receipt of a
capy of the latest congressional

directory from
George Curry.

Congressman

New Mexico
From the lists printed in the
New Mexico Immigration Bulletin, not less than 25,000 people
have written for information
concerning the new state. The
inquiries cover a wide fieid and
would require much time and
expense should anyone undertake
to answer every seperate question. It is here suggested that
general information can be gained bj subscribing for one or
more of the excellent papers
printed in the new state. They
treat nearly every subject of interest in relation to the district
A
in which they are printed.
paper like the Clovis News gives
local and state news and general
information. In a year the reader will have learned much
through securing this paper,
weekly.
The last of the territories conveys much to those who are constantly on the alert for betterment. The expression conveys
much import, for with the going
out of the old territorial way of
doing things is to see the system
abolished forever, in so far as it
relates to the confines of the United States of America.
In this connection it must be
stated that New Mexico has a
great deal more to offer than
many states long admitted into
the union. There is a wonderful
lot of undeveloped resources
within its confines. The railroads
appreciate the conditions and
they are rivals for opportunity.
When a railroad considers it
worth while to penetrate a section it has fiisrured out' the re
sults in advance.
Since the question of statehood
has been settled, there is more
talk than ever concerning advantages. This paper has said much
in this connection and will continue to state facts as they develop. Subscribe for the Clovis
News and be posted.

The Bear Grass Hat
A very neat, straigt brim, fiat
rown hat, made of bear grass
was shown here last Saturday
by John Chadd. The hat was of
light weight, although the grass
was quite green, and the pattern
of the pleat or weave was very
pretty. Mr. Chadd stated that
he and Mrs. Chadd made the Women May Vote in April
hat for amusement during a Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 26. -recent Bpell of cold weather. A peculiar situation has arisen
-- Fort Sumner Review.
over the proviso of the new state
constitution giving women the
Farewell Address
right to vote at school elections
Brothers and sisteas, I have and Attorney General .Frank W.
come to bid you good-by1 fSancy today ruled
that this
don't think God loves thia clause goes into effect at the
church because none of you ever rural school electian in April,
did; I don't think you love one although no registeration or
another because I never marry other procedure has been yet
any of you; I don't think you yet provided, when the women
love me because you have not for the first time in the history
paid me my salary.
Your do-- of New Mexico will go to the
e.

itil

the more
f these two

neral inti
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CLOVIS FEED AND
GROCERY STORE

itr districts

pork and b

A Wise Councellor
always been a charachas
It
of
teristic
the utterances and
L.
writings of
Bradford Prince that they are
impregated with reasonableness,
based on broad and substantial
premises, and that their logic
rings true and convincing. His
article in the Forum is a real
contribution toward the solution
of a vexed problem and should
help clear the atmosphere at this
time when disputes and doubts
harass the men who desire to
do what is best for New Mexico
during the transition that is
natural when a commonw alth
adjusts itself to entirely new
political conditions The problem discussed is not a new one,
however, as there are many
historical precedents and yet,
each precedent had its inceptions
peculiarly local and differing
from those that exist in New
Mexico.
Prince
does not sneak as an outsider, or
a newcomer, or as one not jn
sympathy with the people, institutions and traditions of the
He has lived
Sunshine state.
and mingl?d with its people for
more han three decades, he has
held the responsible and high
honors of governor and chief
justice of the commonwealth, he
has worked for the upbuilding
and uplifting of the people, and
for their prosperity, with a zeal
and energy that has astounded
friend and foe, and that has
been thoroughly unselfish. His
counsel therefore is worthy of
serious consideration and the
New Mexican believes that upon
mature thought it will be found
good and wise, -- New Mexican.
or

Knight
and W. C. Beauchamp.
Defendanto.
To the Defendant, W. C.
W. T.

No.47

)

)
)
Beau-cham-

p:

Southwest.
That Spanish peanuts and milo
maize are the two great future
dry farming crops for the Southwest is the assertion of Prof-fessH. M. Cottrell, agricultural commissioner of the Rock
Island Railway.
Professor Cottrell's territory
covers Eastern Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, Texas, Western Oklahoma and Arizona. He
asserts that ten pounds of milo
maize have the same food value
for all purposes as nine pounds
of corn, and that the average
yield of milo for feven years in
the Panhandle country has been
30 bushels a year under
methods. That gives a
food equivalent of 27 bushels of
com, which can not, in many
instances, be raised for grain at
all. ''Milo will become the standard feed crop of the entire
Southwest." sas Professor Cot- irell, and, combined with peanut hay, it makes a perfectly
balanced ration for fattening
both beef and pork for market.
One acre of milo, he states, will
produce an average of 300 pounds
of pork each year, while the best
states in the corn belt will only
average enough corn to produce
400 pounds of pork to the acre.
The Spanish peanut is a legume, and, like alfalfa, enriches
the land on which it is grown.
The nuts contain 40 per cent of
oil and more than that of protein
or muscle building food. The
peanut, hay is practically equal
to alfalfa for roughage, yields
from one half to one ton to the
acre, besides a heavy yield of
nuts, and sells at a price within
fifty cents a ton of the best
or

1001b.
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You will hereby take notice
that a suit has been filed in the

District court of Currv County,
New Mexico, in which W. A.
Maupin. Plaintiff,
and G. L.
Knight and W. T. Knight and
you. the said W. C. Beauchamp
nre the defendants, and that
said cause is numbered 478 on
the docket of said Court.
You will further take notice
that the general objects of said
suit are to recover judgement
against the said defendants, G.
L. Knight and W. T. Kniht,
for the sum of $279.50, interest,
costs of suit and attornoy's fee,
on account of a certain prommis-sor.- y
note held by said plaintiff
against said last named defendants, and to foreclose a certain
mortgage given to secure said
note upon the following described re d estate, situate in
said county and state, to wit: All
of Tract No. 11, in Fairview Addition to the City of Clovis, according to the official plat of said
addition, and to foreclose whatever right, title or interest you
the said W. C. Beauchamp may
have in said real estate.
You are further notified that
unless you appear and answer in
said suit, on or before the 22nd
day of April, 1912, judgement
by dcxVult will be rendered
against-yoand plaintiff will apply to the court for the relief
prayed for in his complaint filed
in said suit.
You are further notified that
Harry L. Patton, whose postof-5ic- e
and business address is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorney for
plaintiff.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
have hereunto set my hand and
affixed the seal of said Court,
this the 28th day of February,

To the east, the west, north

and
south the possibilities for a con
versation with friends, and business associates at a distance are
endless if you have a

BELL TELEPHONE
The Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Shoes made to order, $5 up.
second hand shoes on hand.

Henry Van Vorst

Boots $12 up. Also a good
All work guaranteed.
Back of Clovis National

1

Bi

The Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Company
Funeral Directors and Embalmers
Fine Ambulance
Day Phone 2

A. D., 1912.

1

Night Phohe 235

1

THE CLOVIS feARBER SHOP

A. L. Await,

Clerk of the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico.
By
W. C. Zerver,
Deputv Clerk.

The Old Cow Boy
Bootmaker

Hard Times Prices

u

Dry Farming Crops for the

Patent Flour for $2.80 per

All feed in same proportion. We
pay highest matket prices for
Chickens and Eggs. Phone us
your orders. We meet all competition on same quality of goods.
WiH appreciate a portion of your
patronage. Prompt delivery.

Notice for Publication in the
District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.

I

High

Will sell you Guaranteed

is destined
e greatest

C. E. JUSTUS Proprietor

First Class Work.
112

1--

2

H

South Main St.

Jfc

(SEAL)

Notice to Creditors of The
Appointment of Administrator And to Present
Claims
Notice is hereby given that
Letters of Administration of the
estate of Louis Wire, deceased,
were granted to the undersigned
by the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico, on the
27th day of Feb., A. D. 1912.
All persons having claims
against said estate are required
tor present same to the undersigned, at the offices of W. A.
Havener, in Clovis, New Mexico
for allowance, within one year
from the date of this notice and
the publication of same, with
necessary vouchers or they will
be forever barred and precluded
from any benefit of said Estate,
or the said claims may be filed
in si.id Probate Court.
Dated this 28th day of Feb.,
1912.
A.

Physician and Surgeon
Office Opposite Antlers

W. WILLIAMS
Attorneys-- a

H.
Clovis

:

:

New

M

FRANK B. GRANT
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

H I'

Phone

W

Practice in All Courts
Land Contest Cases Given Special Attention.
Office with J. S. Fitzhugh.

J. B. WESTERFIELD

1

Fit Glasses.

DR. W. G. DRAKE
PHYSICIAN

AND SURGKHN

Phone 164
Office over Skidmore Drug St

Dr. P. Worley
114 N. Main

Street

Res. Phone 271. Office Ph

...PHYSICIAN...

Office 1st North of First National Bank.
Phones Office 158, Residence 269

Dr. D. D. Swearingin

I'll Sell Your Farm
Would like a list of se
good cheap farms within
five to ten miles of Clovis

Physician & Surgeon.

and want a lis
make a specialty of diseases gains in
land.
of the eye, ear nose and throat
W.
L. M
Two good gas- and fitting glasses.
Bid.,
McBee
postoffice.
opposite
Inquire at this
Office phone 173
Res. 192.

J. Rodes, Administrator.

FOR SALE
oline engines.

L. A. D1CKMAN, M. I).

PROFESSIONAL

dry-farmi-

I

